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IN THIS REPORT summarl Stith Sties are presented on persons einplo3ed in 1963 and 1967
fn about 70 health occupations, or satin inations thereof. The occupations are grouped within 35
health fields.

Health manpower statistics are provided through such sources as educational programs, li-
censes to practice. certification, registration, association membership, places of employment,
and oilier miscellaneous identifying factors.

The 3.4 million persons in health occupations in 1967 included more than 1 million physicians,
dentists, and registered nurses. The numbers of workers in each of these three basic careers
increased a5ozd 6 percent between 1965 and 1967.

The allied health occupahans comprised the balance of 2.3 million persons with specialized edu-
cation or on-the-job training that prepared then for functioning in the health establishment.
These occupations ercounted for 69 percent of !he designated health workers in 1967.

Between 1965 and 1967 the allied health occupations gained almost one-half million workers.
The largest gains were in mrsing nzanpowerpraclical nurses, and aides, orderlies, and at-
terulantsand in secretarial and office personnel.

Physician statistics are considered in terms of physicians' services as evidenced in present
records, changes in classification of activity and specially, and developmen! of special surreys.

Estinzates of dentist manpower and of denial auxiliaries are provided, along with a discussion
of the national data compilation system.

Nursing manpower data are mailable through decennial censuses, interagency estimates, and
inventories of registered nurses. Measurement of the nurse supply is considered in relation le
size of the field, geographic distribution, employment diversity, andfunctional differences.

Pharmacist statistics based on Slate registrations are shown according to residence, ae.livitr
status, sex, education, age group, type of practice, and employment in COMMUrdly pharmacies
and in hospital pharnzacies.

The occupations of the professional and technical workers employed in hospitals and in nursing
homes in 1966 are reported from a special survey. Estimates of present shortages of hospital
manpower were obtained at that lime.

Data not available

SYMBOLS

Category nor applicable

Quantity zero

Quantity more than 0 but less than 0.05- 0.0

Figure does not meet standards of
reliability or precision



MEASURING THE SUPPLY OF HEALTH MANPOWER

Maryland Y. Pennell, M. Sc .2

The 95th annual meeting of the American
Public Health Association (APHA) was the occa-
sion for the delivery of a group of papers con-
cerned with "Measuring the Supply of Health
Manpower." The speakers assembled on Octo-
ber 22, 1967, at Miami Beach, Florida, at a ses-
sion sponsored by several sections of the Asso-
ciationStatistics, Dental Health, Medical Care,
and Public Health Nursingand the Conference
on Community Health Planning. This publication
has been prepared in response to suggestions that
the papers be printed in one volume, in order to
reach a larger audience than the 150 persons who
attended the session.

Plans for the APHA meeting were developed
in the Health Manpower Statistics Branch of the
National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS).
Within the Public Health Service, NCHS has the
responsibility for conducting statistical studies
using primary and secondary sources to deter-
mine the numbers, geographic location, age, and
other characteristics of health manpower in vari-
ous fields. Hence this publication provides factual
information on health manpower resources from
other programs of the Service as well as national
professional agencies. Reference is also made to
other government and nongovernment agencies.

Each speaker was asked to provide informa-
tion on the current number of persons active in
the particular field and their location by State;

a
Sirs. Pennell is Special Assistant to the Director, Divi-

sion of Allied Health Manpower, Bureau of Health Manpower,
Public Health Service. She was formerly with the National
Center for Health Statistics.

growth in employment in recent years; and distri-
bution by type of practice, function, and/or spe-
cialty. These statistics form the background for
the discussion of problems involved in measure-
ment of supply. The papers were not intended to
discuss projections of manpower to be available
in the future, measures of health manpower needs,
utilization of health services, or demand therefor.

Following the APHA meeting, the speakers
were given the opportunity to revise their papers
for publication and to include later statistics. The
article on physicians, for example, includes data
as of December 31, 106'; that on dental man-
power, as of mid-1967. information from the 1966
inventor!: of registered nurses and the 1966-67
inventory of pharmacists was not available by
March 1968, although both surveys of licensed
personnel are nearing completion.

Measuring the supply of manpower must take
into account several variables. For each health
occupation there is the matter of definition; this
affects who is counted, particularly when there
are poorly defined categories or redefined titles
that switch numbers from one category to another.
In a particular occupation the supply depends on
the number of persons who receive the appropriate
education or training that qualifies them for func-
tioning in that field.

The supply may be influenced by subsidizing
training, by changing admission requirements,
or by other means, thus bringing it to the level
of one's expectations. The supply available for
any field is also a function of the number of
persons who can be drawn in from relatedfields.
International migration is another factor in de-

1



terntining the supply of manpower in several of
the health occupations. These variables are
considered in the discussions for each specific
health field.

Health manpower may be measured in two
ways, by industry and by occupation. The U.S.
Bureau of the Census reports that the 'health
services industry" at the time of the 1960 census
employed 2.6 million persons in the civilian
labor force, ranking third among some 70 indus-
tries) Between the 1950 and 1960 censuses, the
number of workers in the health services industry
increased by almost 1 mialion, for a growth rate
of 54 percent. About two-thirds of the individuals
employed in this industry have education and
training unique to the health field. The other
thirdalmost 1 million workersare clerks,
craftsmen, laborers, and others who themselves
assist in the provision of health services but
whose skills are not limited to the health estab-
lishment.

The classification by "health occupations"
focuses on those individuals possessing knowl-
edge and skill unique to the Ina 1th field. Included
are health manpower in all industries, not just
health services; for example, relatively few
pharmacists and veterinarians arc counted by
the Bureau of the Census as being in the health
services industry. The health occupations that
are identified in table 1 suggest the range and
diversity of health careers. Recognition of other
supr3rtive personnelmany in newly developing
work areaswould greatly increase the Dumber
of occupations, to a labor force of approximately
4 million workers.

Physicians, dentists, and registered nurses
comprise more than 1 million active health per-
sonnel. Between 1965 and 1967 each of these
basic careers increased about 6 percent rai num-
bers of workers, as shown below:

Occupation 1965 1967

Physician (M.D. and D.0.) )56;,700 305,500
Dentist. 93,400 98,700
Registered nurse 621,000 659,000

2,312,100
Allied health occupations to to

1,858,000 2,347,400

In addition to these three careers, there are
more than 2.3 million persons with education and

2

specialized or on-the-job training that had pre-
pared them for employment in the health estab-
lishment in 1967. The allied occupations accounted
for 65 percent of the designated health workers
in 1965 and 69 percent of the total in 196' -

Between 1965 and 1967 the allied health occu-
pations gained almost one-half million workers
a tremendous increase of 26 percent. The largest
gains were 300,000 nursing aides, orderlies, and
attendants; 50,000 secretarial and office person-
nel; and 38,000 practical nurses. As many as
5,000 or more additional workers were estimated
for such occupations as clinical laboratory tech-
nologists, clinical laboratory technicians-assist-
ants, food technologists, home health aides,
pharmacists, and radiologic technologists-tech-
nicians-assistants.

Allied health personnel function in compre-
hensive community health services, including
hospital care, preventive medicine, and environ-
mental protection. More than half of these health
workers are accounted for in the professional
and technical staffing of hospitals and nursing
homes discussed in the last paper of this collec-
tion. Approximately one-fourth of the total have
education to at least the baccalaureate level.

Many of these categories of allied health
personnel have emerged since World War II,
in order to provide a wide range in auxiliary
services. At the same time there has been
increasing specialization within many of the
older disciplines in an effort to cope with the
depth and thoroughness essential for optimum
health care. The trend of diversification and
specialization may be expected to characterize
health manpower of the future.2

It is obvious that there are serious shortages
in the supply of health manpower as well as
inefficient use of some persons active in the.
health field. Maldistribution of facilities and
services adds to the problem of rendering care
to every member of our society. Attempts have
been made toward measuring these shortcomings,
but none of the many estimates can adequately
measure the total need or demand. Even if one
could envision the ideal staffing for health serv-
ices for a community, for a State, or for the
Nation, the continuing development of new knowl-
edge and techniques, new patterns of service,
and new methods of payment are all constantly



changing the needs for both nurnbt rs and %Jae-
ties of health workers.

Nevertheless, opportunities for isxreasing
the health manpower supply exiza through adding
to school capacities and attracting recruits to
the health field. In addition, through improve-
ments in wages and working conditions, cm-

ployment can he made more attractivt in order
to retain persons currently in the labor force
and to return to practice inactive health per-
.Nonnel. Action, study, and experimentation cat.
help produce an adequate supply of wc".i-quali-
fied health workers.

3



Table 1. Estimated persuns employed in selected occupations within each health field:
1965 and 1967

Vealth field and occupation

Totall

Vorkers

1965 1967

CF HEALTH SE ICES

Administrator, program analyst,
moan= representative

ANTEROPOLOCY AriD vOCIOLOGY

Anthropologist - cultural and physical
Sociologist - medical

2,840,800 to 2,861,100 3,375,300 to 3,410,600

31,500 to 37,000 39,000 to 44,000

AV1O -1AT1C DATA PROCESSINGINTHE HEALTH FIELD-

Systems analyst

BASIC SCIENCES IN THE HEALTH FIELD

Researc.. scientist (other than physician,
dentist, veterinarian)

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERIG-

Biomedical engineer
Biomedical engineering technician

CHIROPRACTIC AND NATUROPATHY

Chiropractor, naturopath

CLINICAL LABORATORY SERVICES

Clinical laboratory scientist
Clinical (medical) laboratory technologist'
Clinical laboratory technician and aide

DENTISTRY AND ALLIED SERVICES

Dentist
Dental hygienist
Dental assistant
Dental laboratory technician

DIETETIC AND NUTRITIONAL SERVICES

Dietitian and nutritionist
Dietary technician, food service supervisor

See footnotes at end of table.
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1

31,500 to 37,000 39,000 to 44,000

600 to 800 1,000

400
200 to 400

300

600
400

500

300 500

47,000 52,000

=47,000 52,000

7,500
1

9,000

2,500
5,000

16,000 to 18,000

3,000
6,000

16,000 to 18,000

116,000 to 18,000

85,000 to 95,000

216,000 to 18,000

100,000

3,500
35,000

46,500 to 50,000

223,400

593,400
113,500
91,000
25,500

36,000

30,000
26,000

4,000
40,000
56,000

235,700

98,700
615,000
95,000
27,000

36,000

30,000
6,000



Table 1. Estimated persons c=ployed in selected occupations within each health field:
1965 and 1967-C32n.

Veatch field and occupation

Workers

1965
I

1967

ECONOMIC RESEARai Ta MAIM FIELD-

Economist - health

SOD 500 to 600

SOD

ENVIROZNTAL CONTROL 35,000

500 to 600

35,000

Environmental engintur
Industrial hygienist 113 :3:(3g3

Other environmental program specialists 8,700 '8,70

Sanitarian and sanitarian teel:nician 15,000 115,000

FOOD AND DRUG PROTECTIVE SERVICES 16,500 j 21,500

Food technologist
Food-and-drug analyst and inspector

15,000 zoom
1,500 1,500

HEALTH AND VITAL STATISTICS 1,4130 to 2,400 2,400

Health statistician, vital-record registrar,

demographer 1,400 to 2,400 2,400

HEALTH EDUCATION 16,700 19,800

Public health educator 1,700 1,800

School health educator, coordinator 15,000 18,000

HEALTH INFORMATION AND CONMUNICATION 3,500 to 4,500 4,500

Health information specialist and science uriter- 1,000 to 2,000 1'2,000

Health technical writer =2,000 12,000

Medical illustrator 500 '500

LTERARY SERVICES IN THE HEALTH FIELD 8,000 8,000

Medical librarian 3,000 '3,000

Medical library assistant 5,000 15,000

MEDICAL RECORDS i 33,000 37,000

Medical record librarian ..10,000 12,000

Medical record technician -23,000 25,000

MEDICINE AND OSTEOPATHY 288,700 305,500

Physician (M.D.)
5277,600 294,100

Physician (D.0.) 511,100 1 11,400

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1. Esticated persons e=p1tfyed in selected occupations within each health field:
065 c3 IC67--Con.

Pealth field and orcupaticn

UOrkers

1965 1967

NUEGIFERY

Lay zUscife =5,700 4,7D0

VMSING AND RELATED SERVICES 1,409,000 1,791,000

Registered nurse 621,000 659,000
Practical nurse 282,000 320,000
Nursing aide, orderiy, attendant 500,000 8013,000

one health aide 6,000 12,000

CCCUPATIONAL TI'S M 10,000 11,003 to 12,000

Occupational therapist 6,000 6,500
Occupational therapy assistant, aide 14,000 4,500 to 5,500

5, 700 4,7013

Gramm AnD PROSTHEnt: TECHNOLOGY 3,300 3,500

Orthotist and prosthetist 3,300 3,500

PHAR*ACY 123,000 128,000

Pharmacist
Plu.srmacy aide

PHYSICAL THERAPY

Physical therapist
Physical therapy assistant, aide

PODIATRY

Podiatrist

PSYCHOLOGY - --r

Psychologist - clinical, counseling,
and other health

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY

Radiologic (X-ray) technologist, technician

SECRETARIAL AND OFFICE SERVICES IN THE
HEALTH FIELD

Secretary, office assistant

6

See footnotes at end of table.

=117,400
f5 5,600

17,000

12,000
15,000

7,600

7,600

9,000

122,400
75,600

19,000 to 21,000

13,000
6,000 to 8,000

8,000

8,000

9,000

9,000

70,000

70,000

200,000

2200,000

a9,000

75,000 to 100,C00

75,000 to 100,000

250,000

250,000



Table I. Estimated persocs er.ployed in selected occ;.pations within each health field:
1955 and 1967--Coo.

Health field and occupation

Workers

SOCIAL 17-CRIC

Clinical social :worker
Clinical social Work assistant

1965

19,000

17,5DD
1,500

21,;(.10

SPECIAMED REHABILITATIOn SERVICES 5,300 to 5.9D0

Corrective therapist 700 to ZOO
Educational therapist 500
Manual arts therapist 900
Music therapist 1,500
Recreation therapist 1,60 to 2,000
Homemaking rehabilitation consultant 100 to 20

SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY 14,000

Speech pathologist and audiologist 14,000

VETERINARY XEDICINE 22,500

Veterinarian 522,500

VISION CARE 40,400

20,200
71,500

5,600 to 5,800

LOW to 1,200
:500
9O0

2,000
4,000

200

16,000

16,000

24,2W

24 /OD

40,40D

Optometrist 17,000
Optician 8,000
Vision care technician 15,000
Crthoptist 400

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION COUNSELING 6,200

17,000
"s,coo
215,00o

=4pe

7,800

7,800

34.000

7,000
6,000
2,000
19,000

Vocational rehabilitation counselor =6,200

MISCELLANEOUS HEALTH SERVICES 28,200

Inhalation therapy technician
Electrocardiograph technician -5,000
Electroencephalograph technician 1,200
Surgical aide =17,000

Each occupation is counted only once. For example, all physicians are in medicine and oste-
opathy_

=Estimate not previously published or revised from that shown in PHS Pub. No. 1509.

1965 estimate repeated in absence of sufficient information on which to base revision.

1With bachelor's degree or ASCP certified.

'Estimates revised to show active rather than total for dentist, physician, and veterinarian.

GPreliminary estimate.

'Limited to hospital employees in 1966.

Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; Public Health Service, National
Center for Health Statistics: Health Resources Statistics: Health Plan op 1965.
Public Health Service Publication No. 1509. Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1966. (1967 data based on 1968 edition of this publication, now in process.)
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SOURCES OF HEALTH MANPOWER STATISTICS

Siegfried A. Iloertwnn, B.A.h

etaluatin a oh ..tsura.:-:,

atisliis may he concerned with specific
sources or references or with a Mire general
.1"proaeh. This paper is structured according
41) the Litter. with exa. Nies of the former.Other-
Wie. .3 fairly large spectrum of specific sources
bas to be covered within a very limited space.
In addition. i am concerned with issue, caf htalill
733.1117.'114:f supplycurrent and future rather
than with issues of health manpower needs. The
emphasis is CM sources of national statistics.
r.ither than on the my riad of sources and studies,
niliCil pertain to specific State or local ares,
only.

The identification and classification of
sources arc rendered difficult In a number of
factors. Basic to the problem is the identification_
as such. of health manpower occupations as dis-
tinct from 046:LT.3110ns not related to health. rur-
ti.ermore. the rapidly changing technology and
.-ysiems for the delivery of health services have
'mid .3n attendant and continuing Koliferation of
health occupations and functions within given
occupations. One end of the broad range of health
ocupat ions is represented by persons who deli% cr
health services directly to the population. such as
lalaysici.ans. dentists_ and nurses. At the other
end are those with an indirect. but nevertheless
important role in the total system for the delivery=
of health services, such as medical record librar-
ians_ sanitarians. and selected computer pro-
granainers. ley 1%5_ the number of health occup3-

ismr. Iforrzznn is Director of the Division of Bella itt-
conrces Statistscs. Nnttonal Center for limith Stntisiscs.
Public Ifemith 5ervire.
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Lions as measured by primary titles had reached
at least 140 which are listed in lieaf i Resources
Statistics: Health Manpower, 1965.3

In addition to the differing skills required
for persons in each of these occupatic ns. there
is also a wide range in the control which society
exeroses over these practitioners. Some are
rigidly controlled and identified through State
laws and regulations as in the case of physicians
and pharmacists; others are unregulated except
hy laws which apply to everyone. Subsets of
society. such as professional associations. also
exercise varying, degrees of control over their
members. Clearly_ the source.s of manpower
statistics can more easily be identified fur the
regulated than for the nonrepilated occupations.

Once the health occupations have been iden-
tified_ there are several potential methods for
obtaining information about them. One approach
might he through household or establishment
surveys or censuses. These censuses or sur-
veys_ while undoubtedly excellent sources of
data on economic activity. are not necessarily
good sources of health manpower statistics. For
one thing, many of these types of surveys are
based on samples which, even if large, are
often not large enough to provide needed data
and geographic distribution for many of the 140
health occupations.

In household surveys. there is the additional
problem of response errors because the respond-
ent, often the housewife_ is frequently unable to
describe adequately the specific work activity of
household members. This is particularly serious
when differentiating among the highly specialized
health occupations. In this way. for example. the



orthopedic surgeon, the podiatrist. the Op101:2C-
trist, and the chiropractor may all be reported
as "doctors."

More accurate or consistent occupational
classifications may be achieved in surveys of
esallishrnents, providing the categories used
are broad to fit the records available
to the surveyed establishments. The resulting
categories. however. may be so broad as to
preclude the needed differentiation of health
occupations. Furthermore, establishment survey;
fail to cover the independent practitioners who
fall outside the purview of establishment records.
Both the household and establishment surveys
are usually concerned with work activity rather
than with USWl occupation or training. Adminis-
trators engaged in health planning may need in-
formation on the trained reservoir as well as on
active practitioners.

For these reasons. we should also look
elsewhere for sources of manpower statistics
which will provide the nc.-ces.sary detai I as regards
fineness of occupational breakdown, geographic
detail. and characteristics of both the active and
the reserve health manpower_ One of the initial
steps in this pursuit is the identification by name,
and location by address, of the members in the
group to be studied. The development of such
name-address lists. directories, or registries
serves the double function of (I) being a source
for developing simple counts of an occupation
by geographic area and (2) providing the neces-
sary mailing or field enumeration lists for more
detailed surveys of given occupations.

Let us first consider the sources for develop-
ing or obtaining such name-address lists. Some
of these sources may. in addition, provide other
useful data over and above merely name and
address. If the occupation is licensed in all States
by law, as in the case of some 11 health occupa-
tions. names and addresses may be obtained
from the official State licensing agencies. If the
occupation is licensed in some but not all States.
as is true for 14 additional occupations, other
techniques would have to be used to obtain names
and addresses for nonlicensing States)

For some health occupations, specialty
boards have been established to pass on qualifi-
cations and competency and to registerorcertify
persons who meet established standards. Name

and address lists may be obtained from these
boards. Professional association membership
lists may also be used as a source of names
and addresses. For some occupations. however
the number of competing associations or their
regional character may make further process-
ing impracticable. For occupations which require
specialized curricula or special schools. lists
of graduates can be useful in identifying and
locating those practitioners.

Commercial addressing companies or list
houses may obtain their data initially from State
licensing agencies, specialty boards, professional
associations, schools, or other basic sources.
These companies thus become a good source
of names and addresses for selectedoccupations.
Other sources of name-address lists include
city directories and the classified sections of
telephone books.

Use of the above-described sources raises
the problem of ensuring complete coverage with-
out duplication of practitioners in a given occu-
pation for a specified period of time. For the
occupations requiring a license to practice. the
problem is primarily with practitioners who are
licensed in two or more States. Such cases occur
where a person is licensed both inthe State where
he graduated from professional school and in the
State where he now practices. In addition, many
persons practicing in the border areas of a State
are also licensed in the neighboring State or
States. The treatment by coroou:er or clerk in
including or excluding names which may have
been variously recorded for the same person
or are identical but for different persons may
result in duplicate counts or ontission.s.

For occupations less universally recorded.
multiple sources of the types described above
must be used to obtain a comprehensive list.
Thus the problem of coverage and duplication
becomes more serious. since some members of
an occupation may be registered_ listed, or
otherwise noted in several sources, while others
are included in none.

As discussed earlier, most household and
establishment surveys which are broad in scope
are not particularly good sources of health man-
power statistics, but they. together with selected
administrative reporting systems, may also be

useful as sources of name-address lists. Some
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examples of these potential _sources include the
Internal Revenue Service returns which carry
name. address, and occupation. The returns or
address lists for the Censuses of Business and
of Governments identify the places of work of
many health practitioners. The National Science
Foundation has developed biennial limo's of scien-
tists. many of whom are in health fields. The
Bureau of Labor Statistics has questionnaire
returns from its surveys of employment in State
and local governments. The forms involved in the
administrative functioning and in the surveys of
the Social Security Administration might also be
processed to provide lists. Records of the Nat-
uralization and Immigration Service, including
visas issued and annual alien registration would
also be a potential source for obtaining name-ad-
dress lists of selected foreign- born persons in the
health occupations. This source could be particu-
larly important for measuring, total physician
strength, including the large number of alien
physicians in the country.

Some private organizations have conducted
surveys of health personnel which involved name
and address lists. For example, the American
Medical Association conducts an annual survey
to obtain current data on work status and spe-
cialization.

One problem, of course, is that the surveys
or reporting systems usually are administered
under assurances of confidentiality and even
name-address lists may not be released. Sec-
ondly, the health occupations or employment in
the health services industry may Jack the defi-
nitional precision required for adequate health
manpower statistics. In addition, there is the
problem of response errors. For these and other
operational reasons, it may be difficult to develop
a system for separating the desired names and
addresses for health personnel from the non-
health occupations and industries. In some cases,
it may be necessary to include borderline groups
to ensure complete coverage of thedesired health
field.

Often no one list will cover a given occupa-
tion or occupational group completely. When
this situation occurs, enough combinations of
lists, either overlapping or mutually exclusive,
must be used to achieve the minimally accept-
able level of coverage, after removal of dupli-
cates and nonapplicable cases. The level attained
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by this method may be determined try proper
quality control procedures.

These name-address lists, whetherobtained
from State licensing agencies, specialty boards,
membership lists, graduation lists. list houses.
city directories. generalized household surveys,
or administrative records, may provide basic
frequency and geographic distribution statistics
and possibly other information. Probahly equally
important is their role as mailing lists to obtain
detailed information about the practitioner and
his practice. Once a list has been established
and evaluated as relatively complete. it can then
form the basis for a detailed census or a sample
survey of a health occupation. If these surveys
are to be recurring, the mailing lists may be
either reestablished as required or kept current.

The sources described above may provide
statistics on the nature of the current supply
of health occupations, including numbers and
distribution from name-address lists and detailed
characteristics from surveys based on these
lists. There is also a source for providing sta-
tistics on estimated future supply. This is school
records for those occupations with a fairly
rigidly prescribed and specialized course of
training or education, such as in the schools of
dentistry, medicine, optometry, pharmacy, podia-
try, and veterinary medicine. Attrition rates
applied to student enrollment at various levels
for these types of schools will yield short-range
projections of increments to practitioners already
in a given profession. Available age-specific death
rates may be used to determine the corresponding
losses_ Longer range projections involve assump-
tions regarding the probable numbers of high
school or university students who will enter
given professional schools. Probably no long- or
short-term projection techniques would be valid
for occupations involving limited or on-the-job
training or for those involving rapidly changing
functions.

Because of the dynamic nature of health
occupations and deficiencies in many of the
above-described sources, great care must be
exercised in the use and development of health
manpower statistics. The Public Health Service,
as part of its cooperative program with pro-
fessional associations, is continuing its efforts
to improve the quality and expand the coverage
of statistics on health manpower.



PHYSICIANS

Christ N. Theodore, M.A..c

Because doctors of medicine and osteopathy
play an important role in the production of health
care services. there is considerable emphasis
placed on physicians in the study of health man-
power. The physician's traditional role includes
nt-4 only the performance of examinations and
diagnostic. surgical, and therapeutic procedures
but also the coordination or managementofhith
care services provided by others. When physi-
cians coordinate other health care services, they
may be regarded as "middlemen" charged with
purchasing services on behalf of the consumers
who lack the knowledge required to make such
decisions. Herbert Klarman correctlyhas pointed

out that "physicians are called members of the
health team, but their preeminence as its leaders
is unchallenged, whether the task is patient care,
research, planning, or administration."5

The double role which the physician has
played in the health care industry must be con-
sidered in the study of physician supply, for
physicians are not sought for themselves but for
the services which they provide. The main reason
for measuring the supply of health manpower is
to determine whether it meets certain demand
criteria. In this context the examination of past
and future demand for health care services is
unavoidable, lest we treat this subject in the
traditional manner of merely counting the num-
ber of physicians and comparing this number to
the number of people that they may be servicing.
Physician-population ratios may be useful in the

c.N1r. Theodore is Director of the Department of Survey Re-

search, American Medical Association.

study of certain aspects of manpower. The use of
such ratios alone, however, is not adequate since
they do not reflect most of the factors which deter-
mine the demand for and supply of health care

services.

DETERMINANTS OF DEMAND
AND SUPPLY

During the past 20 y"ars American con-
sumers and government agencies have diverttti
increasing arnotints of their annual budgets toward
the purchase of health care services. Some of
the factors which have connibuted to the rise
of demand are pop - Ration growth and changes
in its age and race distribution, increased edu-
cation and sophistication regarding health, and
the ability of the medical profession to provide
more and better services. Of more importance,
however, are factors which have enabled buyers
to translate their wants into demand. Among
these factors are rising disposable personal
income, widespread health insurance coverage,
and expanding government subsidies. When con-
sumer income was low, at almost a subsistence
level, health care was something of a luxury.
Now with greater spending power, the consumer
has accepted health care as a necessity.

Faced with this growing demand, the health
care industry responded with an expansion of
output. The number of hospital beds was vastly
increased, the output of the drug industry in-
creased five-fold, and the number of physicians
exceeded 300,000. The health care industry be-
came the third largest employer in the economy.
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-Mc transition has been difficult since suppl)
to increase during a time when the United Stores
ecivAomy was at hip; employment.

Given high employment. it was inconceivable
that supply could increase without significant
increases in cost. But cost increases =12 not
have been translated into price increases unless
enough consumers and government agencies were
able to buy the additional output at constantly
rising prices. Thus. pressures of decoy -41 against
supply have been the critical factor in producing
price increases. MI evidence seems to support
the thesis that the industry. or at least major
segments of it. did not expand "fast enough."
Rapidly increasing prices were the result, espe-
cially for those components the supply of which
tends to be rigid and which require highly trained
medical and allied health personnel. To econo-
illistS, the term 2-rapidly increasing prices" is
synonymous with an imbalance between supply
and demand. Today, there are very few whoargue
that the present supply of health personnel and
particularly of physician services is adequate.

Because this shortage of physicians has
developed over a long period of time, we need
nor devise intricate methods to measure supply
sod demand in order to confirm the magnitude
of the imbalance. There are enough indicators
which substantiate its existence. Elton Rayack6
arrives at an operational definition of this short-
age on the basis of the rapid climb of physicians'
incomes, increases in physicians' fees, and the
search for less costly substitutes for their serv-
ices, i.e., services of personnel with less training
and experience. To these indicators we may add
the long waiting lines of prospective students who
wish to enter medical school.

The problem that we are faced with today
is how to increase the capacity of the health care
industry and stabilize prices for health care
services. Two approaches may be used to achieve
this end: first, increase the number of physicians
and, second, expand the productivity of existing
manpower. It is necessary to do both if the supply
of health services is to meet thegrowingdemand.
It should be noted, however, that the latter can
be a long term approach involving the evaluation
and, to some extent, the reorganization of the
present system.
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MEASURING PHYSICIANS' SERVICES

Methods are needed to measure changes in
(1) the supply of physicians and (2) their produc-
tivity. The first calls for a master file on physi-
cians with demographic, biographical, and pro-
fessional activit5 information. The second calls
for special surveys of the physician population
for the collection of utilization and financial data
by type of practice organization for the study of
productivity.

The remainder of this chapter discusses
methods which the American Medical Associa-
tion has adopted to meet the above two require-
ments for measuring the supply of physicians'
services and describes the Association's data
gathering efforts. Although this discussion centers
on doctors of medicine, it can be applied to doc-
tors of osteopathy. Tables 2-6 at the end of this
chapter present numbers, distribution, type of
practice. and specialty of physiciansM.D. and
D.O.

Physicians' Records Service

A master file on M.D.'s has been maintained
by the Physicians' Records Service of the Ameri-
can Medical Association for many years. It has
included information on every physician in the
Unitsd States and on those graduates of American
schools who may be practicing overseas on a
temporary basis. The file includes members and
nonmembers of the Association. It also includes
aliens residing in this country. Inclusion in the
file starts during the medical school phase of a
physician's career or upon his entry into the
country. The master file is divided into two sec-
tions: (1) the current records of professional ac-
tivities and (2) the historical records. The current
records are computerized with a closing date of
December each year, and tabulations are prepared
which are published in the Distribution of Physi-
cians, Hospitals, and Hospital Beds in the U.S.
This series presents the number of Federal and
non-Federal physicians by specialty, activity, and
location. Comparable data are available starting
with the year 1963.

The historical records are currently being
computerized. They will comprise an additional



source for manpower studies when they become
available for analyses in 1969. Among the more
important information included in the historical
records are: place of birth; previous professional
addrsses and licenses; and year and location
of postgraduate training. i.e. internships and
residencies, including fields of specialization.
Such data will facilitate studies of geographic
mobility and specialization trends in medical
practice.

Reclassification of Physicians' Records

Since 1965 the AMA Department of Survey
Research has been engaged in efforts to update,
improve, and expand the existing information
in the current records of professional activities.
As part of this pursuit, consideration was given
to the recommendations of the United States
National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics.
published in PHS Publication No. 1125. United
Slates Statistics on Medical Economics. It is
generally agreed that, in order to provide a
satisfactory description of the role of physicians
in the production of health services, the following
information should be available:

1. geographic location, age, and sex
9. specialty (primary. secondary, and ter-

tiary)
3. professional activity (full-time and part-

time) including patient care
4. type of practice organization (solo, part-

nership, associate, group, other)
5. employer and mode of remuneration

A review of available studies conducted by
the Association and an examination of the systems
and methods used by the Physicians' Records
Service disclosed that the records meet quality
standards with regard to age, sex, geographic
location, and employment information. However,
six important limitations of the present system
were noted:

1. the existence of categories which are not
mutually exclusive, resulting in a con-
fusion between activity, specialty, and
employer classes

lack of a criterion upon which to base
classification

3. the necessity for the respondents to
choose unique categories for themselves,
especially without a criterion for selec-
tion

4. the questionnaire used for compiling the
master records did not provide a func-
tional or operational breakdown of ac-
tivitiespatient care, training.adminis-
tration. medical teaching, and research

5. the date of the most recent update of each
individual record is not known

6. the response rate for the annual verifica-
tion is not known

The elimination of the limiting factors in the
present system will increase the validity and
reliability of physicians' records and facilitate
the classification of manpower into more func-
tional categories. This calls for the develop-
ment of a new system for the reclassification
of individual records. Such a system is currently
being implemented by the Association. It was
developed after extensive consultations with the
National Center for Health Statistics, the Divi-
sion of Demographic Surveys of the l3ureau of the
Census, and many organizations using physicians'
records.

A new questionnaire has been adopted for the
annual verification of physicians' professional
activities (exhibit A). The "Record of Physicians'
Professional Activities," as it is called, is divided
into three discrete sectionsprofessional activi-
ties, specialization, and present employer. Mu-
tually exclusive categories have been developed
within each of these sections, and definitions are
provided wherever necessary to aid respondents.

The number of hours spent during a typical
week of practice is the criterion adopted for
measuring activity status of physicians. This
criterion was chosen as more suitable for more
response, rather than other measures such as
income or number of patients seen. Therespond-
ent will enter the number of hours in all appli-
cable categories, and the final classification will
be done through computer editing instructions.
This procedure will eliminate most arbitrary
decisions by the physicians or the AMA staff.
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Finally. followup procedures have been hi-
stituted to raise the response rate of the annual
survey. The record of each physician will be
dated to reflect the last update of his file or the
last substantial change in either his activity,
specialty, or employment status.

Thus, additional information is being gathered
for the accurate classification of each individual
in more functional categories. Information will
be available by December 31. 1968, on the num-
ber of hours which physicians spend in as many
as 7 types of activities, 3 specialties, and 10
employers. This is more information than has
ever been available on professional activities.
At present we know only what physicians wish to
designate as their primary and secondary spe-
cialties, their primary activity, and only their
primary employer.

The new system will identify physicians
engaged in direct care of patients. "Direct care"
means seeing patients, but it also includes pa-
tient services by such M.D.'s as pathologist, is and
radiologists. The majority of the physician popu-
lation (including interns, residents, those in
office practice, and full-time hospital staff) fall
into this category. "Full-time patient care equiva-
lents" will also be developed from those physi-
cians primarily engaged in other activities, such
as teaching, research, or administration, but
who also see patients.

Pilot Study Results

A study was conducted to test the above
recommendations and the proposed questionnaire.
Questionnaires were mailed to a simple random
sample of 4,994 physicians. Of these 40 were
undeliverable, leaving an effective sample of
4,954. By the cutoff date, 4,494 (90.7 percent)
usable responses had been received which were
then machine edited. They resulted in 4,274
(86.3 percent) acceptable records which form
the basis for all tabulations. The results of this
study bear out the need for a criterion for classi-
fication if the records are expected to describe
the fields of medicine in which physicians are
actually practicing. The pilot study has demon-
strated that it is possible to distinguish between
activity and employer, or place of activity, and

that the "number of hours spent during a typical
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week" is an appropriate criterion for classifica-
ticn.

Changes in activity classification.A one-
for-one comparison between the activity carried
in the master file and that reported in the ques-
tionnaire is not possible because (1)thequestion-
naire distinguishes between activity and type of
employer and (2) the questionnaire includes ac-
tivities which were not previously recorded.
All possible activity comparisons betweenthetwo
systems, projected to the total physician popu-
lation as of December31,1966. are presented in
table 5.

Projections to the total physician population,
on the basis of the pilot study results, show a
marked decline (0.0 percent) in the number of
physicians in "medical teaching." Many of those
who were previously classified as teachers, be-
cause they were employed by medical schools,
will now be classified in other activities (e.g..
research, administration, and patient care), on
the basis of the number of hours they spend in
each activity.. "Medicalresearch" and "adminis-
tration" show increases of over 100 percent.
Substantial increases are also noted in the num-
ber of interns and residents.

An attempt was made to estimate the change
in the number of physicians in patient care,
although such a category has not been a part of
physician records. This comparison is further
complicated by the existence of the "full-time
hospital staff' as an activity category in the
records and a type of employer on the new ques-
tionnaire_ Some of these physicians indicated, on
the new questionnaire, patient care as a primary
activity, while others indicated research, admin-
istration, or other activities.

Changes in specialty classification.Com-
parisons were made between specialty as re-
corded in AMA records at the time of sampling
and specialty as listed on the new questionnaire.
A one-for-one comparison was possible in this
section, although the physicians were given the
additional choice of a third specialty. Three
basic comparisons were made: specialty in AMA
records and that designated in questionnaire,
specialty designated as primary in the question-
naire and that with the most hours, and primary
specialty in AMA records and that with the most
hours on the questionnaire.



Only the comparison between the master file
and the specialty with the largest number of
hours reported on the questionnaire is shown in
table 6. A few categories showed decreases,
notably unspecified, general practice, and oto-
laryngology. The net decrease in the number of
general practitioners may be due to the general
tendency toward increaseu specialization. The
decrease in the number of physicians whose
specialty was unspecified is the result of more
physicians responding to the specialty question
rather than leaving it unanswered.

Net increases of more than 1,000 physicians
were noted in the number of obstetricians and
gynecologists, ophthalmologists, and orthopedic
surgeons. The increase in the number of physi-
cians (3,754) who reported specialties not recog-
nized by the Association further confirms the
general tendency toward specialization. Such
specialties will be reviewed for possible inclu-
sion in future tables on the distribution of medi-
cal practice.

The Periodic Survey of Physicians

The Periodic Survey of Physicians (PSI')
was initiated in 1966 by the Department of Sur-
vey Research for the conduct of special studies
to gather information on (1) the number of patients
that physicians see in the office, hospital, and
other locations;(2) the reasons for which patients
visit physicians; (3) special procedures per-
formed; (4) t7-ze hospital affiliations of physicians;
and (5) their years of practice, hours worked,
annual income, operating expenses, and fees. The
ultimate goal is to query physicians on methods
used to treat approximately 10 conditions, repre-

sentative of most conditions for which the
seeks care. Such information. then i3 over
several years. will aid in establishing ri;3 index
to measure changes in patterns in medical care.

The first PSP was conducted between Feb-
ruary and May 1966. atrA results have ben;
published.' The second PSP was coadtActed be-
tween September 196' and January 1961. and the
third PSP took place En the spring of 068. to
from these surveys will be anal3-zeil by type of
medical practice organization, In this Intanner
differences in the productivity of physicians will
be measured.

SUMMARY

The present imbalance between the impply
and demand for physicians' services can be cor-
rected by increasing the number of physicians
and expanding the productivity of existing man-
power. In order to estimate the amount of increase
in numbers and to evaluate the relative merits
of different systems of health care, it is neces-
sary to measure the supply of physicians and
their services. To do so we must have (1) data
en the number of physicians by specialty, activity.
and type of employer and (2) data on the utili-
zation of physicians' services and on changes in
their productivity. The AMA has embarked on a
program to obtain this information by expanding
its master file and through the development of
special surveys. When this information is avail-
able, those who set policy will have more facts
on which to base objective decisions, and the
profession will be able to reappraise the tradi-
tional role of the physician in the health care
production process.
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Table 2. Physicians in relation to population: selected years, 1963-67

Population
in

thousands

Number of physicians Physicians
per

100,020
population

1967

1966

19;5

1964

1961

1967

1966

1965

1964

1963

*XVI

Total-

203,704

201,585

199,278

196,858

194,169

Civilians

All physicians,
active and inactive

322,045 308,630 13,415

313,559 300,375 13,184

305,115 292,088 13,027

297,089 284,224 12,865

139,188 276,475 12,713

won-Federal physicians
providing patient cares

199,783 260,296 249;273 11,023

197,662 254,396 243,333 11,063

195,833 250,208 239,262 10,946

193,612 244,542 233,772 10,770

190,892 1 237,673 227,027 10,646

Non-Federal physicians
Civilians proving patient care

in office-based practice

1967 199,783

1966 197,662

1965 195,833

1964 193.612

1963 190,892

16

200,146

197,214

195,334

192,978

189,267

190,079

187,100

185,338

183,076

179,449

10,067

10,114

9,996

9,902

9,818

158

156

153

151

149

130

129

128

126

125

100

100

100

100

99

All data as of December 31.

'Includes non-Federal physicians in the 50 States, District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and other
U.S. outlying areas (American Samoa, Canal Zone, Guam, Pacific Islands, and Virgin Islands);
those with addresses temporarily unknown to the American Medical Association; and Federal
physicians in U.S. and abroad. Excludes physicians with temporarily foreign addresses.

lincludes civilians in 50 States, District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and other U.S. outlying
areas; U.S. citizens in foreign countries; and the Armed Forces in U.S. and abroad.

4Includes those in solo, partnership, group, or other forms of office practice and those in
hospital-based practice-interns, residents, fellows, and full-time hospital staff.

Sources: A.M.A. Department of Survey Research: Distribution of Physicians, Hospitals, and
Hospital Beds in the U.S., 1967: Regional. State,Lounra,Metropolitan Area. Chicago.
American Medical Association. 1968. Also prior reports.

A.O.A. Membership and Statistics Department: A Statistical Study of the Osteopathic
Profession, December 31, 1967. Chicigo. American Osteopathic Association. June 1968.
Also prior editions.

U.S. Bureau of the Census: Population estimates. Current Population Reports. Series
P-25, Nos. 238, 272, 273, 283, 324, 327, 358, 383, 386, and 392.

U.S. Department of State: Annual Report on U.S. Citizen Personnel and Their Depend-
ents - as of March 31, 1967. Also prior reports.
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Alaska 235

Arizcn,. 1,606

Arkansan 1.955

California 15,793

Colorado- 1.92

Connecticut 2,912

Delaware 51)

Dist. of Colunbis ;93

Florida 5,402

Geoci.1 4,359

Hawaii 654

Idaho- 695

Illinois 10,625

Indiana 4,959

iewa 2,75/

Kansas 2,255

Kentuck.y 3,142

Louisiana 3,627

Maine 958

Maryland 3,606

Massachusetts 5.357

Michigan 8,564

Minnesota 3,577

Mississippi 2,320

Missouri 4,565

Montana 691

Nebraska 1,423

Nevada 437

New Hanpshire 681

2,571 2.567

377 173

2.347 2,065 2,9

1,710 1,655

Sec fc,otnotes 4st red of t..ble.

34.5)5 34.135

3,655 3,425

5,4 22 5.352

727 656

3,023 3,007

9,4.e7 5,541

4,555 4.475

1,002 952

676 639

14,996 ,652

5,155 4,960

3,295 2,869

2,660 7. 3

3,165 3,129

4,095 4,063

1.235 1.031

6,374 6,351

11,1953 10,913

12,6431 10,541

5,414 5,351

1,768 1,767

6,832 5,677

726 686

1,717 1,670

477 449

964 938

420

260

55

41

15

606

SO

30

37

34

195

409

1

1/

1 Z07

23

282

2,102

63

1

1,155

5

1 28

74

146

57

1.64

191

156

141

351

160

104

/46

97

139

103

120

119

101

113

129

177

208

148

151

76

150

105

121

109

1 261 142

2,621

164

2,015

1,520

30.345

3,235

,726

671

2,521

7,443

4,C.097

913

622

13.525

4,662

7-,,q .-u,

2,365

2,625

3,715

1,106u

5,451

9,762

11,150

4,851

1,604

5,859

673

1,511

437

247.255:

2,61/

162

1.790!

1.50) 15

204 141

3,013

4,735

635 36

2,509 12

7.4'06 437

4,034 63

595 15

595

13,313

4,516 166

2,566 326

2,228 160

2,795 30

3,7,04

935 a

5,466 15

9,584 178

9,590 1,590

4,802

1,603

5,030

645

1,479

415

1142'23 132

17S

/7/

21.7

813 797

49 1

75

69

123

76

161

165

164

130

318

126

93

133

69

125

94

105

106

9I

103

113

152

181

131

136

69

629 128

28 97

32 106

22 100

16 119
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New Zersey

'New Mexico-

11.-Tk

:.nth Corolin

sNorth Dokota

Oklahoma

Q-cgo-

P,7nnsylwania

Rhode 1s1-..d

South Carolina

South Dakota

Tennessee

Tu4:11-a

1.71.+11

Vermont

Virginia

Vast:Inv:on

Vest Virginia

Visconsin

Vyomin,

Puerto Eico

11.S. -.Jollying
areas

:-.14 1.
967

-Frg-Zrf4
1-6,4"

11.

proti.`ii;g core:

pr:

1.4.j. or M.D. 4;.r
wAy Aril}

Rote pier

D.(3.

6.9.4; 1A.1.4.4

953 1.V5v

15.".$0 4L.I.646

4,913 5.165

o2; 7.4>

10.432 14-960

2.91..14

1.994 2.935

11.612 15,7:5

Si. 1.433

2.526 2.111

467 575

3,555 .4.497

1-0.657 12.171

1.0Z0 1.365

416 ;90

4.349 5.153

3,029 4,725

1.797 1.570

4,155 5.215

311 322

9.395 6.63

925

4U.1.52

5.136

575

13.652

2.453

7.766 169

17.163 .65

1.349

2.105 6

>35 37

4.431 66

11.760 .511

1,1461 1.9

7 .45 45

5.147 36

4.515

1,756

5,037

1.6.4.14 1 2.03G

LIZ

145 S.:

107 595

71/ 36.499

10 .1.50

93 5-1-4

13,01

2.592

2.555

161 16.601

164 1,325

54 1.910

56 533

117 3,997

115 11,333

134 1,205

190 621

119 4.51.6

156 4.133

104 1.659

125 4,693

104 /97309

210

114

181

13

5.65

755

36.1-

4.454

535

-.539

1.240

111

V

1.255

1.906

503

3.946

10.644

1.155

590

4.535

3.973

1,590

4.539

285

111;

455

23

9

567

352

133

1.171

70

30

51

659

17

31

25

160

99

154

9

.536

132

91

199

9/
5;

125

1.b

l'e

143

151

;6

50

104

106

11S

149

105

136

94

112

95

68

61

1EXClUdes 2:1,714 Federal physicians (27.552 M.D.'s and 172 D.O."s) and 1.660 with addresses temporarily
unknown to the A.M.A. Includes 14.195 inactive physicians (12.595 M.D.'s and 1,300 D.O.'s).

?Includes all non-Federal physicians in office practice as well. as those in training programs and on
full-time hospital staffs who see patients_ Excludes 30,145 non-Federal M-D-'s (11,166 on medical school
faculties; 2,729 in administration; 3,352 in research; and 12,595 in inactive status), and 1,660 with
addresses ti nponaily unknown t© the A.M.A.; and 1,456 non-Federal D.O.'s (17 in administration; 127 on
college faculties; 42 in miscellaneous activities; and 1,300 in inactive status); and 734 UhoSc status 1Cas
not reported to the A.O.A.

'Total includes 775 D.O.'s in training programs and 151 in professional full-time hospital positions, for
whom distribution ny State is unavailaDle.

Sources- A.M.A. Department of Survey Resrarc. Distrihution of Phvsi ions. H als. and 1 s tal Beds
is the C.S.. 1967: Regional. State. County. Metrorpolitan Areas, by J. IJ. liauHaug and G. A. Rotmck.
Chicago. American Medical Association, 1966.

A.O.A. Mcmhership and Statistics Department: A Statistical Study of the Osteopathic Profession,
December 31. 1967. Chicago_ American Osteopathic Association, June 1968.

U.S. Bureau of the Census: Population estimates. Current Population Reports. Series P-25, No.
350. Nov. 1967 and hg/. 392, lay 1968.
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4.-IV . T:PC pr-ressiv.=,i1 primar, specialt, e:ysic - :even-

Prit%ar,

All specialties

ce-eral practice -

Ve4ir.-,1 specialties

Allergy -

CarZiovascolar disease
1)ernatv3ogv
Castrocnterole,-.17
Internal mediciIe
Pediatrics
Pediatric
rediatric cardiology
Pulmonary disease

Surgical specialties

General surgery
Neurological surgery
Obstetrics are rynecolegy
Cphthatmology
Orthopedic surgery
Ototarvngotegy
Plastic surgery
Colon and rectal surgery
Thoracic surgery
Crology

Other specialties

Aviatien medicine
Anesthesiology
Child psychiatry
Diagnostic roentgeno
Forensic potholo::1
Neurology
Occupational medicine
Psychiatry
Patholony
Physical medicine and rehabilitation
Cenerzsi preventive medicine
Public health
Radiology
Therapeutic radiology
Not rec-gnized
Cnspecifiee

n;m:Ser Ed r.D.'s

patient care

1, 1,
4-ffire-
144144!

practic pn.zvars

Iskspital-
hasepl
et ice

pre:, es-

ivity

r
of

in
office-

1

Frac-
ti-ce

44,9 0 ,114

9.113 672 £4, 612 76:4

65,°1 18,9/ 11,149 5,656 6,425 335

c,14 49
2,11147 1,091
3,674 i 2,737

701 )04

49,314 21,210
16,4:7 11,089

01 65
172 31

1,2310 452

3 32
330 273
476 253
127 91

7,536 5,646
2,924 1,815

12
37 33
65 539

79,245 53,170 14,357 6,87

31
353
205
89

3,922

1,589
7

51
175

1 7

a

RE

X63

642

28,756 17,987
2,189 1,332
17,444 i 12,890
5,735 6,819
7,92 5,564
%4/9 4,192
1,1117 903
647. 618

1,627 1,023
5,229 3,842

70,798 28c-

612
4%110
958
44
49-

-4,-94?

1,727
8,875.
6,914
1,140
1,005
1,679

10,069
76

3,917
10,128

6,747 3,028
463 204

2,629 1,321
1,164 485
1,441 763

735 360
196 75
14 11

1/9 1/9

$19 401

,219 14,289 9,

994
170
604
/47
214
142
33

146
155

4
75

149
60

44
5
25

373

75 79 475 180
6,3421 1,199 1,105 461
4171 152 170 119
252 3 13 3

37 3 4 5

843 574 409 469
1,440 16 96 175
8,891 3,572 4,389 1,619
2,458 2,168 2,945 1,343

361 219 396 164
47, 38 180 365

1,037 34 176 432
5,862 1,752 1,924 531

19 18 19 20
626 437 382 2,472
S7 7,655 1,400 786

166

3I
24
41
11

124

Includes medical school faculty, administration, and research.

= includes 891 with practice limited to manipulative therapy.

:Included in ophthalmololy.

Sources: A.M.A. Department of Survey Research: Distribution of Physicians, Hospita:-. and Hospital

Beds in the U.S. Vol. I. Chicago. American Medical Association, 1967.

A.O.A. Membership and Statistics Department: A Statistical Study of the Osteopathic Pro-
fession, December 31. 1966. Chicago. American Osteopathic Association, June 1967.
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Table 5. Pilot study results on activity of physicians as cl Dece=ber 31. 1966

Activity AMA
records

Question-
mire=

Differ-
ence

Total physicians 300,371 300,399 = In

Patient care 234,033 260,832 +26,749

Solo, partnership, group, or other practice 189,537 --- - --

Direct care 206,974 ---

Other direct care --- 1,486 ---

Intern 10,513 12,543 + 2,030

Resident/fellow- 34,033 39,829 + 5,796

Administration 4,926 11,057 4- 6,131

Teaching 10,934 4,457 - 6,477

Research 3,935 8,000 4,065

Other not direct care 1,400 - --

Full -time hospital staff 31,840 - --

Inactive 14,653 14,6531 -

'Activity classification based on largest number of hours reported on 4,274 questionnaires,in-
Hated to full coverage of all M.D.'s_

'Error due to rounding_ Extrapolations were made on each category, nategories were then sunned
to obtain the total nunbers of physicians.
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Table b. Pilot study results on specialty of physicians as Detemb.r 31, 1966

Specialty
AMA

records
question-
nairel

Differ-
ence

Total physicians
300,411 300,376 235

lnspecified
24,871 13,877 -10,994

Allergy
781 1,172 4- 391

Anesthesiology
9,432 10,213 + 731

Aviatim medicine
361 1,172 811

Cardiovascular
2,193 2,533 - 390

Child psychiatry
781 931 ÷ 150

Diagnostic roentgenology
--- 541 + 541

Dermatology
2,884 3,274 4- 390

Forensic pathology - - --
60 90 + 30

Gastroenterology
781 1,081 ---- 393

General practice
65,542 61,457 - 4,085

General surgery
29,257 29,947 4- 690

Internal medicine
40,100 40,310 ÷ 210

Neurological surgery
2,253 2,403 4- 150

Neurology
2,463 2,403 - 60

Obstetrics and gynecology
18,804 20,516 ÷ 1,712

Occupational medicine
1,622 1,172 - 450

Ophthalmology
8,290 9,522 4- 1,232

Orthopedic surgery
7,600 9,041 4- 1,441

Otolaryngology
5,857 5,377 - 480

Pathology
8,411 8,981 T 570

Pediatrics
18,383 19,254 ÷ 871

Pediatric allergy
60 90 4- 30

Pediatric cardiology
361 300 61

Physical medicine and rehabilitation
1,412 1,472 + 60

Plastic surgery
1,262 1,562 + 300

General preventive medicine
481 391 - 90

Colon and rectal surgery
631 691 ÷ 60

Psychiatry
20,426 20,666 + 240

Public health
1,412 2,043 ' 631

Pulmonary diseases
1,202 1,322 120

Radiology
10,723 10,603 120

Therapeutic radiology
--- 150 + 150

Thoracic surgery
1,772 1,652 - 120

Urology
5,437 5,857 + 420

Not recognized
4,506 8,260 + 3,754

1Specialty classification based on largest

inflated to full coverage of all M.D.'s.

Error due to rounding. Extrapolations were

to obtain the total numbers of physicians.

number of hours reported on 4,274 questionnaires,

made on each category; categories were then summed
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EXHIBIT A

OFFICIAL ORD IMMEDIATE RaPO! IE IZEOUESTED

RECORD OF
PHYSICIANS' PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

DIRECTORY OF PHYSICIANS

AMERICAN MEDICAL Assoorrung
tit. Dam= skeet

cticaccominso &MO

Dear natattS:

lr 1: Imp,-strut that lou zomplete this questionnaire unmedistely orint your offieizA record up-us-date

tr that w still have the correct and current information for the printing of the 1969 AMA Directory_

Informatson from this record vvill be utilized to describe the distribution of physicians and to analyze

11=.1113 manpower.

Thank you.

Instructions

I. Please answer every question on the basis of your current professional 2CliriliCS.

Upon completion. return the questionnaire at your earliest muff* conrenIence, wine the pre-

addressed envelope.

Contents

The questionnaire is divided into three sections:

I Projesand Acivir:es. intended to classify each physician under the types of activities in which he

spends most of his time during an os-erage :reek_

11 Specialization, intended to find out the amount of time each physician spends in his major field of

specialization.

111 Present Employer, intended to classify each ph2;sician under the type of practice organization or

employer according to the number of hours spent per arcrage week under various practice arrange-

ments.
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PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Maw drozatr sous PRESENT professional arshitirs indicating alse mirrors sru2n-

iiri !unto ;pail dusir If. a Iliad enrek. Mane ansurs EVERY question ICI. If rota
do nor any boots sot any particular =thin. Wow. so indicate b:S chottarg
the lust designatir& -zero hours per lo.pital

HOURS
TER WED(

1. How many Lours pct. steel are yea &b.; ttainor (Interns. raid' =us. or lams)
Ise ultahrz .yxtn arc aini 1:; intern 2 7: raid= s r] fellow ems or hrs. awe s.

1 How many hours pa st=1: do you spend in PRACTICE INVOLVING DIRECT
CARE OF PATIENTS? Merl =rc sows seen; p it hours= it also incWes
strum services by sit physicians parholoputs ra6okloOsas.' Extlar "ne- ape= in

:1*.C.X. :estate, fr.that :WW1 sort And e.:2,r njvc 4rea rroeird Lot-pint Ica other
Jitter aviirl ewer-mud *.r.is four tuitiesu. zero or /VS. A."

3. Mow re=1 . hews per week do It= v=d cn ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES,
AS A STAFF MEVIIII-3t OR EXEC:7MT OF AN ORGANIZATION? ExcLuie

gar Jgwer re record lorreng sad 3115Ce xar2 trICCer:ri ash efiCtcrr=1 4 pear OK= pr4C-
re 4C:S: f4 reed arab :Lc aruct:iete.:0= 0,,ez=k;res 4 c holpilea or

rchcs ker.2.4 focr. or ovum &vie or trey?. ow oer rChPa. .rirctlatZattecC kr Arldth rest soar
seifcria cs cs cur-tire are sac5 ree=fter... t 1 zero= _ hrs. is*

Hoar rn..nly floors per wtel. do sera spend on TLIEDICAL TEACHING? !wi=de
spr= seactics es g.eZ cs is excitsrsh.e jar =dcr-rs =Az is eseZtrischools. =mist

sr3aw's either ki0-4=4/ schisell* horpacts. collars_ =harems. .err oar other edurecie=d 11,

r:: zero or tars. 40.

OF THF.SE HOURS how mmly do y00 spend on Cacti =re of patients?
laelude till! dr:wed to r=e her.or -.au§ twit! Tarr serzerr"..:.' f zero or hrs. '.

In wirer of zuez:Thle erzwricp of lures ex= b ereciiin: crd racerrh. ease do nor
Iterldyrecers =oh Imam. lug report :Sera knead is the =gar oppErohte eal.707-

5. !low 114=» ;sews per se..1: do on spend an MEDICAL RESEARCH? XI pE=ns of
gra tw=e=e; rerk.ecl prolgerts re-zeal= of te.04-r of funds far s=rd: /mart& C moor _ brs..29

OF THESE HOURS how many do you spend on direct care of patients?
&dude tee dateri so ;wirer rare iry hear ocil =err your eawprri-lion. 0 zero or hrs.

6. How nervy hours per wcei do you spend on any OTIIF.R mesEcal activities friar
liard dame) INVOLVING DIRECT CARE of plienisl Czero= _ _ hrs.

1 How many hours per week do you spend on any OTHER medic] (r.oi
fiord oborei NOT INVOLVING direct arc of patirrnsi C tem or _ tus o.

S. About how many hours per 'week do you spend in ALI PROFESSIONAL
ACTIVITIES? Tlzeroet _ ars. oz,

If you have checked -zero- on question S. or if none of the ohoce categories apply
to you. please answer question 9_

9. Are you: 1 r RETIRED 2 Ei SEMI-RETIRED *: DISABLED
ri TEMPORARILY not in practice

= r Not 2clive for other fr::Kons !please darrThe)
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II. SPECIALIZATION

I. Maw inditut- bow sou asith to be DESIGNATED IN TILE A.M.A. DIRECTORY by inserting:

tuuntral -I- ant to tertaT primary I-pedant. 2121:1 thr usunbrr of h02011 spine per ureic

numeral "t.'" exu to aver serandary spreidir, suati, only one sriandaty irrtibity if any. Give the

number of hours spent per =re&

faesiceeive Wears
Ceelgraalou Wossrs

reirnery Pee
""1- rzitudy roe

-2- Secansarr week -2- Seceratery Week

;mew
0:22opetrc Swztry

A
ORS

AzeghtlatilOCY
or nEOIXil

rot
OSO

Await= ZiSerliCine _ As ...-a ea. -...00. P2MOICZY

Atl
mu

Cardiorasrxrlar Disease
Pediatrics

a::)
100

C../Idd Psychiatry MI. Ste -40.0. Pediatric Antra
Cotr

PIM

WW2 Zaid Recta] S=rtery ;ccediatric Carliolory

on;
Dermatology Physical Medicine and. IF Rehab nation

Diagnostic Roentgenology
v1

UR al=1..01 Plastic Surgery
Ps

forvisic Patholoator Preventive Medicine
(General)

Cas.rats toology
'GC

+-71.111.11. Psyir.-y
Gen=11 Practice

tht.
Cr

Slocvy
Gs

Pablit Health

Paluioary Dise
srdernal Medicine

n w
2:1!

tieuroteLicat SurEvy
:vs

livorology

Obstehics and Gynecology
LEO

RZLIiIIIDEY

Therapeutic Ra6olcny
TR

Thoracic Surgery

Occupaticmal Medi6lae
Urology

Cu

Ophthalmology

PrL-nary specialty not listed above:

rsor.c.rys
Secondary specialty not fisted above:

iSoecely)

1 In additi«t to your primary and secondary specialties indicted above. do you have

3 flint!) spEciALTy? it cos sninincl far 10172C 11W titan: to sfrreie ilitzffroita pear.

:inns of :lien- Ivniessinncl flax in special:les echo- :h Ati.- primary =din: sratrufary
special:les ci tested in the .431.A. Dirraniv ri Yes v rl

If yrs. specify which spa-hits,:
hrs. per week
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111. PRESENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS

Please indicate the tUtrent nunthrr of Izo 3ffic spent per mirk for the following types
of eruplosets. Mate answer EVERY' question 140. ilfsmu di, not spend any hours for
221.1 one of the folltneing cznplosers. so indicate by chocking the Iso% destnating -zero
hums I v: tspitzd week.-

WOUKS
PE* WEEK

I. Self: -solo- practice zero= hrs. as+

2. Sea: partnership practice Dam or .2.

3. Aravnetten with other ph:vs, ci=f,$): nmal.re,np -42 zero cc erns. s,

-2. Group practice D arra or < _ hrs. Ili.

."C =1;e 01 group_ -

caress

city stale zip

5. MEDICAL SCHOOL for Fv.rvit university) C zero Of his. .29

NON-GOVFANMEVTAL hospital C zero or f _ Jars, 04.

7. orrounty to aired a. HOSPITAL C WO Of hrs. ',I
h OTHER than hospital C zero or hrs. 4444

S. Staat gosernment a. HOSPITAL C zero Of hrs. .44.

b. OTHER than hospital 0 zero or _ hrs. isis

9. It-Zerri gen-ernment a. HOSPTIAL C zero or . his. ..+ ,

b. OTHER than hospital C zero or . . hrs. .1=4

Indicate whirh agency: C Army C Public Health Service (C.C. & C.S.)
A

17 AlzvY Z Veterans Pearlinist' r3Son ;$21
2 2

r* gr Foxe 0 ottex
fSpezdy,

1(1 OTHER ORGANIZ.ATION Not listed above OH *re: 01 ir-Suf=re carders.
pharmumakal ezeci=ies. corpora:3=s. swims:cry actamizelemr. aleXcal sociaies, msori-
eirr.m. etc.)

If sdsIrms 2ms:trim; an 11= libel is not the
address as %thief) you ztish to receive medically
erlarrd oscre.ici plczse show fix correct address
Mow.

number and street

city_ state _

zero or hrs. +=s

zip.

1
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DENTAL MANPOWER

Stanley Lotzkar, D.D.S.; M.P.H.; and Donald W. Johnson, D.D.S., M.P.11.4

Continuing reappraisal of the Nation's dental
resources is necessary for early identification
of emerging resource problems and development
of effective remedial-action programs. Essential
to any such evaluation of resources, however, is
a reliable source of data upon which manpower
assessments, trends, and projections may be
based. Only within the last two decades have
reliable source data on numbers, distribution.
and professional characteristics of dental man-
power become available on a nationwide basis.

SOURCES OF DENTIST DATA

The first official count of the number of
dentists in the United States was made during
the 1850 census, and the U.S. Bureau of the Cen-
sus remained the primary source of national
dental manpower information until the American
Dental Association (ADA) began publishing such
data in the 1940's. The 1850 census counted
2,900 dentists in a total population of 23 million
or one dentist for every 8,000 persons. By 1900
the persons-per-dentist ratio had improved to
one dentist for every 2,550 persons, and by 1930,
the census revealed the most favorable persons-
per-dentist ratio ever attained in this country
one dentist for every 1.728 persons. At about
this time, advances in the standards for dental
education requited in the closing of many pro-

dDr. Lotzkar is Chief. and Dr. Johnson, Assistant Chief.
of the Resources Ana lysis Branch. Division of Dental Health.
Bureau of Health Manpower. Public Health Service.
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prictary schools. These advances, coupled with
the growing economic problems of the depres-
sion years. reversed the trend in the supply of
dentists. The 1940 census. the last before World
War 11, reflected the steady increase in the num-
ber of persons per dentist (to 1.8'0). a trend
which continued into the midsixties.

Although by 1940, it was possible to deter-
mine dentist-population ratios on a nationwide
or State basis, data were not available for most
States showing the distribution of dentists or the
dentist-population ratios within various parts of
the State. Recognizing the need for more defini-
tive information on distribution, as well as on
numbers of dentists, the American Dental Asso-
ciation compiled and published in 1942 itsDistri-
bution of Dentists in the United Slates, containing
a count of dentists (where obtainable) by city,
county, and State. However. it was not until 1947
that the ADA published its first American Dental
Directory which, together with the Distribution
of Dentists in the United States, has become an
annual publication. The Directory. in addition to
name and location of dentists. lists available
information on age, dental school attended, year
of graduation, and area of specialization. In 1950,

the ADA also began publishing every 1 years the
Survey of Dental Practice, based on sample sur-
veys of dentists to determine trends in such fac-
tors as number of patients seen per year, num-
ber of auxiliary personnel employed, and income
of dentists. The publications of the ADA and, to

a lesser extent, publications of the Bureau of the
Census have provided much of the basic source
material on dental manpower.



ESTIMATES OF
DENTIST MANPOWER

Current estimates and projections of the
dentist supply are based upon information on the
distribution and characteristics of dentists con
twined in the annual publications of the American
Dental Association. In mid-1446", there were
approximately 112.150 dentists in the United
States, excluding 196" graduates. Estimates pre-
pared by the U.S. Public Health service, Divi-
sion of Dental Health. indicate that there were
90,715 active non-Federal dentists located in the
50 States and the District of Columbia; about-
".955 Federal dentists in the Armed Forces.
Public Health Service. and Veterans Administra-
tion; and a remaining 13.480 dentists who were
retired or engaged in nondental activities.

The Nation's supply of dentists in relation
to the civilian population declined between 1050

and 1960. Even though the downward trend in the

dentist-to-population ratio leveled off in the

midsixties, the ratio still remains below the 1950

level. In 1950. there were 50 active non-Federal
dentists per 100.000 civilians, while by 067 the
ratio had dropped to 46 per 100.000 {table f).

The dentist-population ratios and, therefore.
the availability of dental services vary widely
throughout the Nation because of the uneven
geographical distribution of dentists (table 8).
In 196'. the Northeast Region had the greatest
number of dentists in relation to population-5S
active non-Federal dentists per 100.000 popula-
tiGnwhile the South had the least favorable
dentist-to-population ratio of 34. the only region
below the national average of 46. The two re-
maining regions. West and North Central. had

ratios of 54 and 46 per 100.000 populat ion. respec-

tively.
Among the States. New York had the most

favorable dentist-to-population ratio of 67. Only

four other StatesHawaii. Massachusetts.
Oregon. and Washingtonhad ratios as high as
60. On the other hand. 12 States, mainly in the
South, had fewer than 35 active non-Federal
dentists per 100.000 population with the lowest
ratio of 23 occurring in South C:aroliiia.

The distribution of dentists varies widely
between metropolitan areas and nonmetropolitan

counties. Furthermore, sten nonmetrupolitan
counties are grouped according to the size of
their central (largest) city, the number of den-
tists in relation to population declines with the
size of the central city. Metropolitan areas con-
sequently have dentist -to-population ratios twice

as favorable as rural counties with central cities
of less than 5.000 persons.

The median age of non-Federal dentists is
4S years and ranges over an age span of 5 years
among the four census regions. The highest
median age of 50 years occurs in the Northeast
Region. followed by 49 years in the North Cen-
tral Region. The two remaining regions, West
and South. have dentists younger than the national
average with median ages of 4' and 46 years.
respectively.

Almost all active dentists provide care to
ratients. but some dentists are primarily en-
gaged in nonclinical activities, such as teaching,
research. or administration of dental programs.
A number of dentists in private practice also
devote a part of their professional time to teach-
ing and research and to voluntary community
services, such as examination of schoolchil-
dren's teeth.

Although most dentists are general practi-
tioners, the American Dental Association recog-
nized 9,174 dental specialists in 1966. Over two-
fifthssome 4,000of the specialists limited
their practice exclusively to orthodontics. The

next largest groupabout 2,200specialized in

oral surgery, followed by approximately 1.000 in
pedodontics. Only one-fifth of the specialists
engaged in one of the other five recognized areas
periodontics. prosthodontics. endodontics, public
health dentistry, and oral pathology.

In 1967, 50 dental schools were in operation

in the United States and Puerto Rico. Nine of these

schools have been established since 1950, while

several others have expanded their training fa-
cilities. As a result, the number of annual grad-
uates has increased over 30 percent during this
period. A total of 3,360 dentists were graduated
in 1967, as compared with 2,565 in 1950. Under-

graduate enrollment in dental schools reached a
new high of 14,955 students in the academic year

1967-68.
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DENTAL AUXILIARIES

In addition to il_tintists. CA: 4 ttJl work force
inc lades three auxiliary occupation groupsden-
-al hygienists_ dental assistants. anti dental labo-
ratory technicians. In 14;67. the active dental
auxiliary manpower supply had grtm to apiroxi-
mately 137.,tion from about in ItoRi. accord-
ing to imates prepared by the l'ivision of
fiental Health. Although no directories or other
basic up-to-date resource data exist for dental
auxiliaries_ information on the number and loca-
tion of accredited training facilities. number of
students enrolled. and number of graduates is
available for auxiliaries. as we as for dental
students_ from the Denial Students' Register, an
annual publication of the American Dental Asso-
ciation.

It is estimated that 15.09ii dental hygienists
were in practice in LW. since 1450. the number
of active hygienists has increased by &O W. but
there are still only 16 alive hygienists per 1011
practicing dentists. Because part-time employ-
ment is common. the lay-gienist supply is actually,
less favorable than the ratio .sisf.!ests.
the number of schools offering, ter: Jianal hygiene
program has increased significantly in recent
years. from 3' in 1969 to 67 ini967. As a result.
the number of students in training increased by
approximately 75 percent durinc this period.
reaching an enrollment of 4.332 students in the
academic year 1967-68 with 1.'29 in the 196-
graduating class.

A similar but more dramatic expansion has
taken place in the number of dental assistants
and, to a lesser extent_ the number of dental
laboratory technicians. Approizimately 95.000
persons were employW as den' assistants in
1967 as c impared with only 55.20D in 1950. Tra-
ditionally. dental assistants have been trained on
the iob by their dentist onpioyers. However_ the
marked increase from 26 to 101 institutions
offering accredited training programs for assist-
nts during the 6-year period 1961-67 suggests

that the pattern is beginning to shift toward formni
education. Fifty-one of these. al training pro-
grams_ or half of all the programs, were added
during the last 3 academic years. The number of
students in training increased from i .181 in the
N61-62 academic year to 3.819 in 1967-68. wh;le
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tt.t. EL:Tlilwzr Of annual r a 'Mitts 51:11i410.-J from sus
in tom to 1.4463 in l67.

'Me number of dental laboratory technicians
has increased from abut 9101;ti in ItnIti to an
estimated 27.0iiti in 1967_ lie vast majority of
technicians are still being trained on the job. but
the move to formalize their training prograrLs
has also gained momentum recently. One-third
of the 15 accredited school-based programs in
operation in 196 were established during that
year_ Although these 15 programs had an enroll-
ment of -'214 students in the 1c67-68 academic
year. the rapid gains in enrollment have not yet
been reflected in the annual number of graduate s
only 162 in the P967 fraduatinr. class.

NATIONAL DENTAL DATA
COMPILATION SYSTEM

The rapid increase in the population. coupled
with a rising demand for dental care in recent
years. has created tremendous problems with
regard to enstirbig an adequate supply of well-
qualified dental personnel. "line Division of Dental
Health is developing a national data compilation
system that will supplement existing information
on the number. distributien. and characteristics
of the manpower supply_ as well as on private
practice characteristics, including utilization of
dental auxiliaries and patient service capacities.
.'ore comprehensive information of this type is
needed to provide basic source material for esti-
mating the Nation's dental manpower training re-
quirc-inents_ assessing the need for continuing
education and refresher courses. and developing
denial care programs.

Under a contract with the Division. the
American Association of Dental Examiners.
working through its membersthe 51 State
i-soards of dental examiners., Inc luding, the District
of Columbia has established ti national system
for canceling data from all licensed dentists
and dental hygienists at the time of their annual
or biennial reref istrat ion with the State examining
boards. The system was established for dentists
beginning with the 1965 reregistration period and
was expanded in 1966 to include licensed dental
hygienists. As a continuation of the system. a
second survey of dentists was initiated in 1967.
It is intended that dentist and dental hygienist
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Table 7. Dentists in relation to pcpuistion: Zuly 195D, 1960, and 1957

Dr=tist and population

Total 6entistsi

Total population (thousands::

Dentists per 100,000 populati)

Active =en-Federal dentists

I95D I 1963 1967

ResiZent civilian popuLacisa ;thousand) -

Active nvi -Fteral dentists ptr 100,000 civilians

=Excludes

.WII

07,164 , 101,947 112,152

52,271 180,684 199,118

57.2j 55.4 56.3

1 75,3131 82,630 90,716

150,790i 178.153 195,669

..=9 46.4 46.4
J

zraduates of years zpeeified, but includes all ether tentists, active or inactive.

all per in the Limited States mul im the Armsd Forces overseas.

Sources: Total dentiat dataBureau of Eeono=ic Xtsearch and Statistics: Distribution of Den-
C=inedli:ttlest:zllatsELipa, District and Countv. Chicago. American

x,ncal Association. Annual issueS and unpublished 1967 data. Adjustments to exclude
traaatescispecified years made by Division of Dental Health, Public Health Service.

Actfc.7t i1tT.tti dntamstimatos prepared by the Division of Dental Health, Public

War:: Serv;ti?.

PrDteiAzir:1-1 dnta--U-S- Srcas of the Census: Population estimates. Current Poaula-

riot* ors.s... Series P-25, No. 386, Feb. 1968.
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NURSING MANPOWER

Eugene Levine, Ph.D., and Eleanor D. Marshall, B...A

SOURCES OF NURSE
SUPPLY DATA

Data on nurse supply arc obtained from three
main sources_

1. Decennial census of the U.S. Ilureauof
Census

2. 'Biennial estimate prepared by the Na-
tional League for Nursing. American
Nurses' Association. American Hospital
Association. and Public Health Service
(Interagency Conference on Nursing Sta-
tistics)

3. American Nurses' Association invento-
ries of registered nurses

Decennial Census

The decennial census provides rather com-
prehensive data on occupational fields. Census
data pertaining to nursing for the years NM to
1 )6Q arc contained in Health Manpower Source-
book: Section 2, Nursing Personnel (Public ilefilth
Service Publication No. 263. Section 2. revised
January 1%6) and also in the various editions
of the American Nurses' Association's Facts
About Nursing.

eDr. Levine is Chief of the Ilanponer Analysis anti Re-
soUrCV's 13ranch. Division of Nursin. Bureau of li:talth Man-
power. Public Health :zertice. Mrs. Marshall is Assisi:mg Di-
rector of the Research and Statistics 1)einirtment. Amencan
Nurses' Association.

Because of repJorting errors. adjustments
have had to be made to improve the accuracy of
census data. For example. the l'450 census conni
of 49(4.(3011 total active registered nurses had to
he adjustej downward to 3-500(.1 brCIlus:c of the
inclusion of some student nurses in thecount. The
1'469 census count was 5S201D(I. which was CcI31-
shier:1W higher than the Interagency estimate
of 5114.000 for !hat year. and there %Vat: reason
to believe that much of the higher census count
was due to errors in samplin:r and reporting. In
addition to these discrepancies. other limitations
of census data as a source of nurse suppil
include the fact that the data arc not categorived
by field of employment and the are not atailable
frequently enough to provide current data or to
be useful in trend analysis.

Interagency Estimate

Since 1952. representatives of the National
League fur Nursing. American Nurses' Associ-
ationONA1. and Public Ilealth Service has, e been
meeting biennially to prepare an estimate of the
number of registered nurses employed in the
United States by field of practice. This group.
known as the Interagency Conference on Nursing
Statistics. has released nurse supply estimates
for the even-numhi-red years 1954 -6( and. be-
oinnin!f in 106- on an annual h.tsi (tablet)).

The Interagency estimate is prepared from
data for selecting fields of nursing obtained from
various sources (table 10). For some nursinr.
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counts a re ollita ed from 4.-inr rs
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The advantage of the Interagency Conference
on Nursing Statistics' estimate is that it provides
a current estimate of nurse supply. Since an
estimate has been made every other year. begin-
ning in 1954, it also provides a time series for
analyzing trends.

The limitations of the Interagency estimate
are:

1. It combines dau from different sources
which have sarling degrees of accuracy.

9. It depends on sources of data over which
the Interagency Conference on Nursing
Statistics has little control_ In 1960, for
example, the American Hospital Associa-
tion discontinued the collection of data
on nursing personnel as part of the
annual survey of hospitals. In 1962. at the
urging of the Conference, a special sur-
vey of hospital nurse supply was under-
taken by the American Hospital Associa-
tion. This survey was repeated on a
sampling basis in 1964. In 1966, nursing
data were gathered as part of a compre-
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c slime) a manpower re-sources
in hospitals.

3. It prciides nurse supply estimates only
for the United aces as a whole_

Inventories ef Registered Nurses

As indicated, the census conducted by the
Federal Government is one source of data on
nurse manpower. If the decennial cells-us could
provide sufficiently detailed. reasonably accurate.
and up-to-date data on registered nurses, there
would be no need for the 1.ancricanNurses' Asso-
ciation to - onduct .mother cenmis for that pur-
pose. It was precisely the limitations in census
Jw which. in 1951 . led to the exploration of
other ways in which to measure the Nation's
supply of registered nurses.

The primary problem with the census data
is that it suffers from the tendency of some
people to define their occupations rather loosely
or to upgrade themselves.. When one considers
that practical nurses_ aides. orderlies. and at-
tendants. as well as registered nurses_ all func-
tion in nursing service, it is conceivable that
errors in classification can occur. However. the
inclusion of people in the registered nurse
category who do not belong there not only dis-
torts the data on detailed characteristics, but
also precludes, comparison of information about
nurses with those of other occupational groups..

One criterion which the ANA sought in the
approach to conducting an inventory would be
to rule out the inclusion of other nursing groups
in the registered nurse category. Working through
the State licensing mechanism provided a mecha-
nism for doing this_

Every State, and the District of Columbia,
issues licenses to practice nursing. These State
governmental agencies do maintain statistics on
the licenses they issue. In the aggregate. there
are many more licenses than there are nurses
since a substantial number of nurses maintain
licenses in more than one State. Also. nurses
are not always licensed in the State in which they
are located. The State licensure counts. then.
are not synonymous with nurse counts nor do
they represent the State's nurse supply. The
licenses which a State issues belong to nurses



but within and witisout its borders. X State's
own ticensoire total may fail to include those
nurses living or working within its Lvrders who
are not licensed there. people who arc ectualll
part of its labor force or potential labor force.
These limitations are pointed out because so
often groups conducting State surveys of nurse
manpower needs and resources consider only the
licenses issued by their State licensing boards.
not realizing the distorted picture of actual nurse
supply which often reults.

Although licensure statistics are not useful
for the purpose of assessing manpowe.r. the
mechanism for renewing licenses is most useful.
It provides an additional advantage over conducting
a census restricted to employed persons or per-
sons seeking work: it enables securing informa-
tion on part of the potential labor forcethat is.
nurses who are inactive but lc ally qtialified to
practice by virtue of holding a current license.

In the first three Nurseinventory Studiesin
1949. 1951. and 1957the ANA experimented with
slightly different proceures. The first inventory
utilized a post card questionnaire. In the second
Inventory, a separate crattionnaire was mailed
out with the license rtesval application. In each
ease, the State hoard of nursing handled the mail-
ing to its registrants. Since in each inventory
the questionnaires were returned to the ANA
rather than the "torte agency. problems were en-
countered with the percentage of returns, The
third Inventory sought to reduce this factor by

incorporating the Inventory questions into the
renewal notice itself. The procedure for handling
data for the 1957 study was decentralized; that
is, each State arranged to have its data processed
locally according to a manual of instructions pre-
pared by project directors in the ANA itesearch
and Statistics Department. The decentralization
resulted in some differences in interpretation and
application of the instructions. Uniformity is of
utmost importance since the data cards from each
of the States are merged into one deck, Also. the
collection of data often spanned entire renewal
periods. Although about half of the States renewed
licenses every year. the balance renewed over
a 2-year period. This proved too lengthy a time in
which to conduct such a census. Cost was an
overriding factor throughout.

It seemed obvious thet a way had to be found

to retain tte best elements of the metisodoloffy of
the three srodies. In 1462. the ANA contracted
with the Public Health Service to conduct a leS2
Inventory. In addition to having gained knowledge
and experience through the establishment of pro-
nedures for the three prior Inventories. AN is
role as coordinator of the efforts of cl sepnrate
governmental units is enhanced by its special
relationship with the boards through its Council
on State Boards of Nursing. The financial support
received front the Public Health Service for data
processing and certain costs other than staff.
equipment. and overhead at ANA enabled the
centralization of processing operations.

As a result ofthe previous work in conduct-
ing inventories. most of the licensing. applica-
tion forms already contained the basic set of
Inventory questions. laChere this was nor so, the
ANA submitted redesigns of State forms to
accommodate the needs of the Inventory as well
as those of the licensing agency. In those States
where it was nor possible to use the application
form, a separate questionnaire was sent to the
nurses. itather than use an entire licensing
period, a cutoff date was selected for each State
to ensure as full' coverage as possible. The com-
pleted application forms were sent to the AN by
the States. In the few places were the forms
could not leave the Stetes_ arrangements were
made to obtain the data by other means. Usually
this involved visiting the State to hire and train
personnel for editing and coding the raw data
and to arrange with local farms for machine data
processing.

Almost a million licenses were processed
in that 1962 inventory. Elimination of the dupli-
cate licenses was achieved through alphabetizing
of names and addresses, a particularly unwieldy
process. In the 1966 Inventory_ which the ANA
is presently completing under contract with the
Public Health Service, the Social Security num-
ber is being used for that purpose. After allowing
for duplication of those licensed in more than one

State, the resulting master deck of cards is
sorted according to the State in which the nurse
is employed or. if not employed. according to
State of residence.
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tkaailed wiles tin such characteristics as
age. sex. marital status. field of enJulopnent.
tyri.. of position. area of clinical practice. and
educational preparation art prepared for each
State and for -the United. .States. it complete analy-
sis and rresentation of tabular material appear
in a separate report. and selected data are
published in Facts Abeigi MIrSing, a statistical
relerence book published annually lw the _NA

(table 11). This. the Inventory =.4 Registered
Nurses. conducted by the American Nurses'
Ass--)ciation. represents tench mark data on
supply and potential supply and is a reasonably
complete unieerse count. "fl availabiliq of a
complete card file on registered nurses at the
4.:WICIUSitfill of each lassentory readi
'.?13i1 =Clae itt be utilized for more &toiled. s-todies
of segments of the :Diet 'e mraletion.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
NURSE MANPOWER SUPPLY

TA:Ur:411'g is. pedVIP.s. the most c-omplen of
all health manpower fields. An .-Nnlaandino char-
acteristic of nurse manpower is this complexity.
which stems from the following, characteristics.
making meatiuremg:Tt of tht, nurse supply a chal-
lenging. task.

L. Size of the MORPOW-CY field. The most
numerous of all Ix-a-1th manpower categeries ss

the field of nursing. As of January 1. 1067. about
half of the Nation's health manpower were em-
ployed in nursing: 640.000 as registered nurses;
:-100.000 as practical nurses; 700.000 as aides.
orderlies. and attendants; and 10.000 in a newly
emerging group called home health aides. In
addition, there are over a half-minion persons
in the United States today who have received
training in the nursing field but who are not
actively employed in nursing: 500.000 registered
nurses and more than 100.000 practical nurses.
aides. and orderlies. Furthermore, almost
200.000 students are currently being trained in
schools of nursing: 130.000 in schools of nursinr.
KN.) at the undergraduate level. 13.000 at the
graduate level. and 33.000 in schools of practical
nursing.

Because of its large size. nursing manpower
is beset with numerous problem,. One problem
is the need tomaintainhugeeducational resources
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to meet the %femar.ds for new reanpower. These
Jemanis arise front steadily increasing nursing
nee ds and the constant attrition and mobility
among the existing manpower surply. Take reg-
istered nursing alone_ Over 20.000 new nurses
heve to be graduated each year just to keep up
with anritiore This is 0 percent greater than
the to.tal number of ,gra-duates from medical, den-
tal. and r2lannacy schools combined.

2. roiled geogrophic disfrilndion. If the
jistribation of nurse manpower is analyze& great
variation is found geographically_ No two States
in the Inrre the same ratio of nurses to
c*piliation. in 14.412. Arkansas. at the lowest end.
had IN registered nurses per 100.000 popula-
tion. New llamps12ire. at the top. had 4-4 nurses
per 100.0(X4 population_ Practical nurses range:
fr=23m 52 per lifttt.iglit population in Alaska up to
220 per .40:1 populagon in :Massachusetts.

Moreover. the urban-rural distribution is
also extremely variable. Compared with urban
areas. rerai areas have relatively fewer regis-
terelt nurses per 100,C4..-10 population:

1..Ct«..;t1" mrtropolttnn
Adj:kt-ent 19 -ztqcopo!it.rn
Smi-1.4LcOztell rlAral

6-31-.114.11 rural

When States are grouped regionally, signif-
icant differences are found from one section of
the country to another. In the Northeast, there
were 413 registered nurses per 100,000 popula-
tion in 11462; the southern States had a ratio of
only 215 per 100.000 population.

Finally, as individual institutions are exam-
ined.great variation is found in nurse manpower
employment patterns from one institution to
another. Some hogpitals. for example. maintain
staffing ratios of nearly two nursing personnel
for each patient while others have as few as two
nursing personnel for every eight patients.

This great variation in distribution of nurse
manpower underscores the difficulties in trying
to meet health manpower needs of people in
different parts of the Nation. Although some of
the variation is attributable to differences in



demandthe Northeast Region has a higher pro-
portion of older persons than does the Southern
Regionsome of it signifies the inability of cer-
tain areas of the country to provide needed man
power resources.

3_ En2ploymeni diversify_ Nursing person-
nel are found in a !Treat variety of employment
settings. Although the vast majority areemployed
by hospitals. as many as 70,000 registered
nurs are in private duty, over 40,000 are
emplot in the offices of physicians, and 40,000

are working for pubic health agencies and boards

of education.
As employers of nurses, hospitals and re-

lated institutions vary greatly in their charac-
teristics. Hospitals range in size from under 10
beds to as many as 10,000 beds, and this varia-
tion presents many differences in job require-
ments, respon.sibilities. and work assignments.
Hospitals also vary by type of patients cared for.
Although the majority are classified as general
hospitals, there are large numbers of psychiatric,
tuberculosis. and chronic and convalescent hos-
pitals. Moreover. differences in the ownership
of hospitals provide variety in employment set-
tingsgovernmental hospitals have different
characteristics from nonprofit community hos-
pitals which in turn differ from proprietary hos-
pitals.

Although no accurate count of the number of
different employers of nursing personnel is
available, it is estimated that over 80,000 are
in existence today.

9.000

Clinics and other outpatient facilities 1.000

homes. boxes for the aged. etc '24,000

Public ht=lth agencies, including VNA 3.000
Elmnentary and secondarY schools 5.000

Schools of nursing 1.100

Industrial offices and plants 4.00r

rhysicians' and dentists' offices 40,000

4. Functional differences.There are three
major categories of nurse manpower: the regis-
tered nurse, the licensed practical nurse, and
the auxiliary nurse who may be called a nursing
aide, nursing assistant, orderly, or attendant.
The latter also includes a new categorythe
home health aidewhich has been created to

assist in home nursing care programs. The main
categories of nurse manpower are different;ated
not only functionally, with highest level duties
assigned to the R.N. and least skilledtoauxilio.ry
personnel, but also in terms ofeducational attain-
ment. The registered nurse is a graduate of an
approved school of nursing which can be a 2-year
junior college program, a 3-year hospital-based
program, or a 4-year baccalaureate program. The
licensed practical nurse, unless licensed by
waiver on the basis of experience. is a graduate
of an approved schoolof practical nursing, usually
a 1-year educational program. Aides, orderlies.
and attendants generally have no formal training
but are prepared on the job.

In addition to diversity in educational prepa-
ration, ether differences are found when the
particular functions that nursing personnel pies-
form are examined. This is particularly true for
registered nurses. Functions differ according
to the field within which a nurse practices. A
hospital nurse performs different duties than,
say, a nurse in the health unit of an industrial
plant. Moreover, within most fields, a variety,
of job titles can be found. This is especially
true for hospitals. Many hospitals have more
than a half-dozen different job categories for
registered nurses, including the staff nurse,
head nurse, supervisor. inservice educational
director, and director of nurses.

The great variation in the geographic dis-
tribution of nurse manpower, the many kinds of
employment settings in which they work, their
differing educational preparation, and the variety
of functions they perform greatly complicate the
analysis of this most numerous health manpower
field and make measurement of the manpower
supply quite difficult, indeed. Moreover, many
pressures, trends, and influences are at work
which directly affect nurse manpower supply and

needs. When these are superimposed on the
diversity of nurse manpower supply, assessment
of present and future nurse manpower needs
becomes an almost impossible task. Neverthe-
less, we do have considerable information about
the nurse supply and, in the near future, will
know even more as the results of the latest
Inventories become available.
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Table 9. Registered nurses in relation to populaciApn: selected years, 1950 through 1968

1968"

19671

19061

Tear

I Resident !Number of nurses in practice
ipcFslation

thousands Total IFull-ti,ne Part-time

b

19641 - 40

196

19604

1956

1956

1954- r

1950

sj

/99,017 659,000 !'

196,967 640.000

194,899 1 621,000 21

190,169 532,000 4 450:000

184,593 550,000 1.1 433,000

178,729504,000 414:000

171,922 -46*,050

165,931 430,000

7 159,825 4401,600 1

1 150,697 1375,000=.4111. ..

132,000

117,000

90,000

335,000 1 40,000

Nurses per
100,000

population

331

325

319

306

298

282

268

259

251

249

;Tn 50 States and che District of Columbia.

Sources: Enteragoncy Conference en Nursing Statistics for 1954-1968 estimates; U.S. Bureau of

the Census for 1930 on nurses (adjusted).

U.S. Bureau of the Census: Population estimates. C:rrcnt Populztion Reports. Series

P-25, No. 327, reb. 1966, and No. 389, Mar. 1968.

Table 10. Field of employment of registered nurses: January 1, 1967

INumber
Field of employment

I nurses

Total 1 640,000

Hospltals, nursing homes, and related institutions- i 431,000

I

Public health and school 1 41,500

Occupational health I 19,500

Nursing education 24,000

Private duty, office, and other fields- 124,000

Percent
of
total

100.0

61.3

6.5

3.0

3.8

19.4

Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service, Division
of Nursing. Nurse Training Act of 1964. Prcgram Review Report. Public Health Service
Pub. No. 1740. Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, December 1967, p. 60.
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Table II. Nu mbar of employed registered nurses and ratio to population for States: 1966

Geographic division
and State

Employed
nurses
(adjusted
figure)

Nurse-
popula-
tion

ratio3

Geographic division
and State

lEmployed
nurses
(adjusted
fivre)

Nurse -
popula -
tion

ratio3

United States

New England

Connecticut

Maine

Massachusetts

New Hampshire

Rhode Island

Vermont

Middle Atlantic-- ----

New Jersey

New York

Pennsylvania

South Atlantic

Delaware

District of Columbia

Florida

Georgia

Maryland

North Carolina

South C,_rolina

Virginia

Wrest Virginia

East South Central

Alabama

Kentucky

Mississippi

Tennessee

West South Central

Arkansas

Louisiana

Oklahoma

Texas

613,198 313

57,268 509

15,444

4,045

28,752

3,520

3,673

1,834

East North Central

Illinois

537 I

Indiana

Michigan

414 Ohio

532 Wisconsin

521

409

446

145,013 ,
395

24,936 36i

74,286 408

45,791 f 395

78,459 270

2,098 409

3,664 454

21,775 370

6,956 156

10,004 277

12,129 244

5,619 217

11,506 258

4,708 260

22,635 176

j,911 168

6,296 198

3,672 157

6,756 175

34,184 182

2,607 133

6,757 187

4,650 188

20,170 188

West North Central

Iowa

Kansas

Minnesota

Missouri

Nebraskr

North uakota

ISouth Dakota

118,572 306

35,560 J 330

12,835 259

23,447 I /77

32,647 I 315

14,083 1 338

51,538 ] 323

1Number 3f nurses per

lation. (U.S. Bureau of

Mountain

Arizona

Colorado

Idaho

Montana

Nevada

New Mexico

Utah

Wyoming

1

9I 79,71 322Pacific-

Alaska- 1
593 I 224

California
J

58,683 312

Hawaii 2,340 1 322

Oregon 1 6,8141 345

Washington 1 17 361--, .
1,4

I

1

f

9,982.

6,894

14,441

11,290

4,729

2,114

2,069

1

25,738 I

5,862

8,315

1,954

2,483 i

1,058

2,510

2,347

1,209 I

362

303

404

247

329

329
343,8

334

366

425

280

354

245

250

233

379

100,000 population based on July 1, 1966, estimates of resident popu-

the Census, Current Population Reports, P-25, No. 380.)

Source: ANA Research and Statistics Department, 1968.
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PHARMACIST MANPOWER

Fred T. Mahaffey, B.S., R.Ph., and Maryland Y. Pennell, Al_Sc.f

Approximately 122.090 pharmacists were

actively engaged in this health profession at the

beginning of 196-. This estimate is basedonState

registrations r..ported 13) the individual State
Boards of Pharmacy to the National _Association

of Boards of Pharmacy (ABP).

Pharmacy is the health profession which 6
concerned with the preparation and the distri-
bution of medicinal products_ It is the art and
science oi preparing. from natural or synthetic

sources_ re:Aerials for the prevention_ diagnosis.
and treatment of disease_ Pharmacy also includes

the professional_ legal. and economic function of
distributing medicinal products properly and
safely_ In the distribution of medicinals, the
pharmacy profession operates within the frame-
work of 1.:ederal and State laws and in accordance
with ethical principles_ Thus the pharmacist pro-
motes and safeguards public health_

In the early years of this country, only two
occupations were general4 licensed by the
Statesmedicine and law. Pharmacy was one of
the fields that had branched out from medicine
when institutions of higher learning placed more
emphasis on functional specialization. This led to
a desire for occupational and mrofessional self -

government.
Occupational groups began organizing into

associations at the national level just prior tothe
Civil War. The American Medical Association was

fMr. Mahaffel. is Executite Dire-zter of the National As-
sociation of Boards of Pharmacy. Mrs. Pennell is Special
Assisiant to the Director. Division or Allied Health NI-inpower.
Bureau of Health Manponer. Public Health Service. She was
forzerl with the National Center for Health Statistics.
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organized in 184- and was followed by the
American Pharmaceutical Association in 1852.
These and other national associations urged State
legislation to protect public health and safely fry
allowing each profession to control itself from
within. Through legislation and professional con-
trol. codes of conduct and standards of com-
petence were established_ Leffa. 1 rosters ofquail-
fled practitioners were also made available
through State licensing agencies. The profession_
or peer group. was granted the right to control
or be represented on the licensing boards set up
to regulate the profession in question_ Before
1880. statutes were enacted for the licensing of
three health professions: physicians in 11 States.
pharmacists in 6 States_ and dentists in 8 States.
By 1910, all States, except Alabama and the
Territories of Alaska and Hawaii, had licensure
provisions for pharmacists.

Pharmacists are among the 11 professions
and occupations in the health field for which all
States now have licensing requirements. Phar-
macy prcctice acts are restrictive, embodying
the principle that no person may practice the
profession unless he has satisfied specific re-
quirements and then applied for and received a
license.

With the establishment of the National As-
sociation of Boards of Pharmacy in 1904, and
later through a central office in 1914, came the
opportunity to assemble national statistics based
on State registrations. The NABP was the first
organization composed of State agencies licens-
ing a specific occupation which banded together
for mutual benefit. The basic purpose of the



Association was to provide and fromne inter-
state exchanze of licenses by reciprocity. This
same goal remains today. but. as can be imagined.
the activities have expanded trernmlously over
the years. Beginning in the early forties, the
secretary of each State pharmacy licensing board
was asked to provide the NABP with information
on the numbers of licenses issued during the
past year and the number in effect of the first
of January of each year. These licenstire ST2-
tiaics have been published annually in the rro-
ceedings of the NMIP since 1948.

Before discussing in detail the 14,116' tabular
data, some of the problems involved in the col-
lection of manpower statistics should L.?, men-
tioned. The first national statistics on phar-
macist manpower are those available from the
1900 Census of Population. At the turn of the
century, the decennial census enumerated about
46,000 pharmacists. By 1%0 this count had in-
creased to approximately 92.000. As a measure
of pharmacist manpower, however. thecensus re-
turns leave something to be desired. Problems
of household respondents reporting of occupations
and coding practices that follow make it diffi-
cult to sort out properly the detailed categories
of health personnei. The census questionnaire
does not request information on professional de-
gree or on license to practice. each of which
would be positive identification for pharmacists.
Moreover, since the tabulations classify according
to kind of work. pharmacists who are teachers.
administrators. and in other managerial positions
would be excluded from the health field.

The information presented in the accompany-
ing tables has bee:i gathered through the secre-
taries of the Boards of Pharmacy in each of the
50 States, the District of Columbia, theCommon-
wealth of Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.
The omissions in the data show that the Board
did not provide the complete rangeof information.
The statistics are reliable enough to make totals
and percentages significant for the pharmacy
population as a whole.

Very few of the State boards have individual
punchcards on pharmacists registered in their
States that can be machine processed for infor-
mation on activity status, type of practice, age,
sex, and professional education. For some of the
smaller States, it is often difficult to provide

information beyond the count of licenses issued
during the year. In addition to knowing the tc..41

manbe.r of pharmacist in good standing, we also
want to know the number of pharmacists who are
residing and practicing within the State. For
example. the 1966 Proceedings shows a trend
table for nationa l totals. accompanied by re-
marks calling attentfon to unusual differences
between the I916 figures and those of the previous
year. Between these 2 years. Florida, Iowa, and
Massachusetts substantially increased their fig-
ures on resident active pharmacists by 2.800.
while Michigan reported 14.000 less. The dif-
ferences mentioned above are attributed to the
utilization of more efficient record keeping
methods, which should result in more accurate
statistics in the future.

Pharmacist registrations as of January 1,
196", numbered 1'2.635 (table 12). These include
persons who are licensed in one or moreStates
some with as many as nine registrations. When
those who have out-of-State addresses arc -.TA-
cluded, the number drops to 132.900, which is the
closest approximation of persons trained in
pharmacy. When pharmacists who have no re-
newed their licenses and thus are no Ionizer ac-
tive are eliminated. this figure drops to 122,421
active pharmacists..

In relation to population. there are 61.6
pharmacists_ active and inactive, per 100,000
population. Significant differences appear among
the regions of this country. The Northeastern
Region has the highest ratio, with '5 pharmacists
per 100,000. In the South, the ratio was 55. The
North Central and West Regions had ratios of
56 and 62. respectively.

The District of Columbia and Massachusetts
each exceed 100 pharmacists per 100.000 popu-
lation. At the other end of the scale are Alaska
and Hawaii with about 30 per 100,000.

Nearly 8 percent of the active pharmacists
are women (table 13). Among the reporting
States, female pharmacists account for less than
5 percent of the total in Arkansas, Connecticut,
Nevada, New York, and Vermont. Tht proportion
of pharmacy students who are women is in-
creasing and should be reflected soon with larger
active numbers in the profession.

Only 30 of the 53 jurisdictions were able to
provide information on educational qualification.
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.1137-2. 31e 1-: V4rthea>tern .S.U.:11."+ are in-
ch.:-!cd to warraz Ckorrcaris-ons_

:ie. 2-1.3 report. s:-:ow :Ay

large ton hrrs on norgraduare.s. since V-Ies%.-
!..-tares were ari-J'ng tie last Z.1 raiz.t.- roinit.eit
levels for licenr.--ure. I tor ti-.0 Natin as .1 .attile_

pi-arinacizazi, haeke 4. 5. tor 1 :ears 4.4
post -high-school wide _'lion. Cur rem efacztional
recLirements call for a 133C17.04.4r.S ,?egret:
a recoplizeJ college cif pharmacy. represtliting
at least 5 years of study beyond high schtit3. The
level IS rale4.1 from 4 to 5 years in 1,4fito.

According co the age distribution of phar-
macists in table 14. about 14.0 percent are tinder
3U ye.i.rs of age and S percent are 65 or older.
13o-,.v reliable this information is cannel be de-
termined. Some of the Slates rc-ported consider-
ably different distributions in earlier Proceed-
ings.

About .,.s,tiou or 8f. percent of the acth e
pharmacists practice in community that is. re-
tailpharmacies. in our data_ hospital pharma-
cies account for about 6.-(Al pharmacists. Holz-
ever. the American Society of Hospital Pharma-
cists estimates that a total of awroximately
10.000 pharmacists are practicing full time or
part time in hospitals. Pharmacists
In manufacturers and wholesalers account for
4.590; teachers in colleges of pharmacy. f,017-
ernment. and other personnel make up the bal-
ance (table 15o_

The proportion of pharmacists who practice
in community pharmacies ranges from about 88

percent in the South and the. West to 85 percent
in the North Central and 81 percent in the North-
eastern Regions. Maine, with Q6 percent in re-
tail practice. has the highest State proportion.
Many other rural States also have relatively
large numbers in this type of practice. for
example. Alaska. Idaho. and Wyoming.

Pharmacists who are employees in com-
munity pharmacies only slightly outnumber those
who are owners, partners. or stockholders of
community pharmacies. As shown in table 15. 54
percent of the 98,000 pharmacists practicing in

community pharmacies are employees. This
proportion is considerably higher in the North-
eastern Region 63 percent) and lower in the
West (48 percent). The District of Columbia and
Maryland each report that more than three-
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.4.11 t= t 114 eir -my:1mA% rarTro..:cists are
---Trp!oyt..es. indicating a differed tnr.Ciloy277:-C121
patterr from that in the States with I- ,wer per-
:enrages.

Information on the numbers of coinimnity
pharmacies and hosTital pharmacies has also
baxii sup/lied by the State oards of l'hariracy-
ahere they are the licensing agencies for th-ose
millets. However. in some States, the Board of
Health or sense other agency licenses t'ospital
plmrrnacies. inasmuch as we do not have data
froni the latter SfreriCie.S. there is an understate-
ment of the numbers in table 16. The number of
hospitals with pharmacies attended by a regis-
tered pharmacist reported in the Guide issue of
the Journal of the American Hospital Association
differs considerably from some of the statistics
presented here,.

When the number of community pharmacies
is related to the mintier of phaimacists in at-
tendance it becomes apparent that about 22 per-
cent of the pharmacists practice in one-person
outlets.. In the South. the proportion reaches 25
percent; in the Northeastern Ron. it is as low

as 18 percent. Conversely. 42 percent of the
community pharmacies operate with cne phar-
macist. In Puerto Rico the proportion is Q4 per-
cent. markedly hither than that in any of the
state.S.

The NARP_ under contract with the U.S.
Public Health Service. is completing an Inventory
of Pharmacy Manpower in the United States. Every
licensed pharmacist in this country has beencon-
tacted tiarou# the mechanism of State license re-
newal. The roster of all pharmacists in the United
States being developed from this survey will pro-
vide data similar to these in the accompanying
State tables_ However. the information will be
more reliable and complete since it is based on
a standardized questionnaire. Nevertheless. there
exist problems of collection over a period of time
due to lack of uniformity of license renewal
dates.

To check on the accuracy of licensure as a
measure for gathering valid manpower statistics.
we plan to assemble the names of graduates of
our colleges of pharmacy over a period of years
and to check these against the master file. A
special study will be made to determine the
whereabouts of those who are missing from the



master file. This wil; gist. es a means of deter-
mining the f...raduates whti are List to profes-
sional practice !ry f.raing into some other field.
Additional studies could also he done on rrtif-
sioral educatic n. wrrk experience. and site of
practice as tz:e.se relate to the location of our
colleges of pharmacy th >In the United States.

The limited information available indicates
that there are numerous employment opportuni-
ties for pharmacists throughout the country. Therc
are some indications from the Board of l'har-
S312Cy secretaries that serious shortages exist
in some areas. Annages seem to bemore
acute in the rural States than in Stites having
large metropolivsn areas_ Inform:Arm available
on *staffing, in hcopita pharmacies Obtained itir0110

the 1q66 Astaerican Hospital Association -Public

13 ith Service survey of registered hos-pi:vas

indicates a nca-41 for about 600 pharmacists in
this arm.

Employment pssibiiities for pharmacists
are expected to show a small ir.creas within the
next few years. according to the f3: : tau of Labor

Statistics. This increased nccd will be approxi-
mately 5 percent bet wen 1466 and 14r5. repre-
senting a slightly slower rate of growth than for
the 1955-66 period.

The extended use of the nharmacisesexpen
knowledge on drugs and their control will be
greatly needed in the expanding area of hospital
practice. The profession itself is taking steps to
orient the community pharmacist toward assum-

ing additional responsibilities in institutional
practice. -Ibis would incltade hospitals of varying
sizes. extended care facilities. and nursing or
4.-ustodial homes. Acting. a consultant to the
professional staff of a home small hospital.
the pharmacist can increase the efficiency of the
overall dr ug. utilization program of the institution_

leaving other professional pers.-oral:4 with ad-
ditional time to do a more t::orough job of iill-
rrOTing, paitilI care in their own areas of
practice_

There are increasing signs that the pharmacy
curricaiutra is and in the y=rsahead will continue

to become more patient oriented. Actual clinical
experiences are being mcountered by manyof our

newer graduates. These experiences are gained
through broad exposure to hospital pharmacy and
observation of the effect cifprescribed medication
on the patient. ?Army feei that it will be only a
matter of a few years until pharmaceutical edu-
cation will include a required course in 12uSilitai
pa:arm:icy. giving the student a broad taste of
clinical exposure .to pzipient care.

if pharmacy and pharmaceutical education

meet these challenges properly. enrollments in
our colleges of Fliarmacy should continue to in-
crease not only to the high levels that have

been predicted but possibly beyond. The problem
will be in producing an adequate number of
graduates to repiacc those who die. as weli as

for the additional growth needed to meet. the de-
mands of an intensified medical care program.
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1'Z1#21: 12. registrations acccrdi=g to residenoe and activity status and ratio of Oar-
nacists tc p.?p,alation: Jaszazry 1, 1967

Loca /On

Totzl

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Diztrict of Columbia
Plorida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana-
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana.
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Okla:2oma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota-
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Virgin Islands
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Total
re ;is-

{

mations

i 172,635

71-,

177
2,313
1,609

12,600
3,042
3,094
443

1,805
5,828
3,432
250

1,332
8,818
4,719
2,903
2,286
2,074
2,490

791
2,659
6,475
5.685
3,247
1,383
4,510
817

2,018
2,366
473

5,980
1,118

18,068
2,347
1,034
8,095
2,948
2,201

10,716
918

1,081
1,410
937

3,069
7,826
1,181
800

2,408
25

3,512
1,036
3,183
811

Phzrracists residert
in Sratc

Active Nor
Total in I in

pr .rice I practice-

Phar=a-
cists
out Of
State

Active
I:barna-
cists
per

100,00
popula-
tic&

2132,900i 122,421 119,479 39,735 61.6

1,751 1,613 138
86 86 - --

1,164 992 172
1,149 946 203
11,790 10,720 1,070
1,862 1,616 2::6

2,575 2,498 77
2581 234 24
954 862 92

4,805 4,697 103
1,651 2,405 246

200 200 -

518 450fi 68
6,714 5,839 825
3,376 2,978 398
1,789 1,621 168
1,501 1,326 175
1,658 1,560 98
2,030 2,000 30

434 434 ---
2,368 2,109 259
5,616 5,616 - --

5,603 5,175 428
2,379 2,126 253
1,076 1,037 39
3,069 2,609 460

512= 397 115
1,168 1,007 161
328 316 12
364 361 3

4,784 4,198 586
598 566 32

15,256 13,723 1,533
2,019 1,876 143
408 340 68

6,841, 6,474 367
2,001 1,972 29
1,6671 1,509 158
8,2161 8,216

918 1 918
816 717 9:

1,2871 1,250 37
480 480

2,388! 2,388
6,495! 5,783 712

601 ---
131i 201 8

1,967 1,783 184
21 21 ---

2,611 2,285 326
706 706 ---

2,567 2,257 310
296 277 19

491 45-9
91 32.4

1,149 61-9
460 48.4
810 57.0

1,180 82_7
519 86_8
185 45_6
851 106-9

1,023 79_7
781 54_1
50 27_6

814 64.6
2,104 54-6
1,343 60.1
1,114 58.7
785 58-3
416 49_0
460 55_3
357 44.4
291 58.4
859 103-5
82 61_1
868 59-5
307 44_4

1,441 57.2
305 56.6
850 70_0

2,038 73_3
109 53.3

1,196 60.8
520 56_5

2:812 75_4
328 37.7
676 52.9

1,254 62-5
947 79_6
534 76.5

2,5001 70.8
--- 34_4
265 80.0
123 48_3
457 70_7
681 51.8

1,331 53.8
580 59_7
591 48.9
441 39.9

4 42.4
901 75.1
330 39_0
616 54_2
515 86.8

;Rates based on provisional estimates of total resident population as of July 1, 1966. U.S.

Bureau of the Census: Population estimates. Current Population Reports. Series P-25, No. 373,

Sept. 5, 1967, and Series P-25 No. 358, January 18, 1967.

2Data on activity status not available for 8,922 pharmacists in Pennsylvani.. and West Virginia,

counted here as in practice.
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Table 13. Sex and education of resident pharmacists engaged in practice: January 1, 1967

Location

Total

Alabamn
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia

Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico *

New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virgins a
Virgin Islands
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Resident
pharma-
cists

in
practice

Professional education

Male Peale
Per-
cfmt
female

22,421 7,092 7.9 40,230

Non -
grad -

=tie

3,444

Percent
with

4, 5, or
6 years'
educa-
tion

71.3

1,613 1,505 108 6.7
186 70 16 18.6
992 941 51 5.1
946 914 32 3.4

10,720 9,950 770 7.2
1,616 --_ --- - --

2,498 2,443 55 /./
234 219 15 6.4
862 717 145 16.8

4,697 - --

2,405 2,225 180 7.5
=WO --- ___ - --

450 385 65 14.4
5,889 --- --- - --

2,978 2,711 267 9.0
1,621 1,479 142 8.8
1,326 1,201 125 9.4
1,560 1,409 151 9.7
2,000 1,773 227 11.4
-434 408 26 6.0
2,109 1,946 163 7.7
=5,616 --- --- - --

5,175 4,777 398 7.7
2,126 1,946 180 8.5
1,037 971 66 6.4
2,609 2,447 162 6.2

397 _ 365 32 1 8.1
1,007 900 107 10.6
316 303 13 4.1
361 - --

4,198 - --

566 516 50 8.8
11,723 135059 664 4.8
1,876 1,736 140 7.5

340 317 23 6.8
6,474 5,918 556 8.6
1,972 1,834 138 7.0
1,509 1,310 199 13.2
28,216 -_- -

1918 -- --- - --

717 569 148
1,250 1,183 67
2 480 _-- - --

22,388 2,173 215
5,783 5,251 532
2 601 560 41
201 196 5

1,78, 1,635 148
221 14 7

2,285 1,891 394
1706 --- - --

2,257 2,079 178
277 186 91

1,566

610
618

5,902
22

2,670

- - -

383

2,347
1,110

772

1.347
205

1,549

3,843
1,735
682

2,264
316

231
- - -

1,480
239 .

',892
1,366
1,129

812
20.6
5.4 916

9.0
9.2
6.8 476
2.5 94
8.3 1,338
33.3 17
17.2 1,832

16
88

240
30
355

162

7.9
32.9 i 159

20

104
86

1,754 394

11

224
220

20

267
470
121

240
18
189

1,036
155
134
260
13

- - -
301 40

- - -

118 156
80 20
563 780
109 219
183 127

70 30

9 1 241
- - -

27 38
23 14
195 135

1
222 I 192

- - -
- - -_ -

11 5

13

136
25
345

173
181
16

134
69
137
79
48

97.1

61.5
65.3
55.1

- - -

85.1

78.8
68.5
58.2

67.4
47.2
73.4

74.3
81.6
65.8
86.8
79.6

- -

40 1 64.0

- _
_ -
122 78.9

1 70.3
239 75.6
278 69.3
70 74.8

6 88.4

84 1 73.3

60
70
115

3
39

79.2
46.8
75.0
81.0
80.2

112 I 57.4

1Data not available on sex of 32,897 pharmacists or an education of 66,020 pharmacists.

2Includes some pharmacists not in practice.
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Table 14. Age distri Nlation resident pharm=cists ennaEe4 in practice: January 1, 1967

Location

Resident
pharma-
cists

in
practice

1' -der

3U
years

30-39
years

number

49-49
years

Total 122,421 4j 20,782, 16,817

-Ilabama
Alaska

1,613
7.86

296 I 499
__ ___

# 318 1
___

Arizona 992 67 2/4 252
Arkansas 946 142 247 172
California 10,720 2,585 2,200 2,450
Colorado 1,616 137 351 370
Connecticut 2,498
Delaware 234
District of 862
Florida 4,697
Georgia 2,405
Hawaii 200 ___

Idaho 450 60 174 125
Illinois 5,889 - -- __ ---
Indiana 2,978 539 755 682
Iowa 1,621 298 365 306
Kansas 1,326 149 291 !...43

Kentucky 1,560 - -- ___

Louisiana 2,000 660 400 415
Maine 434 47 SO 50
Maryland 2,1.19 419 661 4'46

Massachusetts 5,616 --- --
Michigan 5,175 990 1,329 1,038
Minnesota 2,126 350 543 400
Mississippi 1,037 244 274 197
Missouri 2,609 304 449 403
Montana 397 38 198 108
Nebraska 1,007 284 210 112
Nevada 316 ___

New Hampshire 361 40 1.-9-; 79;
New Jersey 4,198 945 1,083 768
New Mexico 566 __ ___ ___

New York 13,723 1,921 2,306 2,034
North Carolina 1,876 286 549 498
North Dakota 340 96 109 64
Ohio 6,474 1,842 1,502 1,163
Oklahoma 1,972 543 439 321
Oregon 1,509 158 392 383
Pennsylvania 8,216 --- --- ---
Puerto Rico 918 200 300 210
Rhode Island 717 --- --- ---
South Carolina 1,250 248 335 332
South Dakota 480 --- --- ---
Tennessee 2,388 486 661 442
Texas w- 5,783 1,082 1,538 1,057
Utah 601 -- --- --
Vermont 201 25 45 37
Virginia 1,783 293 509 408
Virgin Islands 21 1 8 8
Washington; 2,285 364 592 530
West Virginia 706 --- --- ---
Wisconsin / /57_,- 245 561 364
Wyoming 277

1

;Data not available on age of 35,926 pharmacists.

=Includes some pharmacists not in practice.

Adjusted for "Age not reported" in reporting States.

Data on age not reported for 92 respondents.
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age

50 -59
years

7,163

69-64 65 years
years and over

Percent

Under
30

-gears

65 years
and over

61 7,286 -18.9 r'8.4

170 1 135
- --

240 124
114 116

2,085 900
448 156

__ - --

48 28
--- - --

483 263
301 150
253 167
___ - --

340 135
103 95
437 87
- --

1,052 363
385 200
163 1 96
597 377
79 28

168 86
_ __

12 20
718 395
-__ - --

4,002 1,715
234 101
44 12

1,344 325
395 196
293 145
--- - --

93 30
--- - --

177 SO
--- - --

355 298
914 602
--- - --

39 21
270 117

2 2
333 213
--- ---
472 283

193 18.5 12.0

85 6.8 8.6
155 15.0 16.4
500 24.1 4.7
154 8.5 9.5

15 13.3

256 16.1
201 18.4
218 11./

50 33.0
59 10.8
59 19.9

403 19.1
248 16.5
63 23.5
479 11.6
36 9.6

147 28.2

289

1,245
208
15

296
78

138

75

78

146
590

34
186

253

332

11.1
-77,5

14.0
15.2
28.2
28.4
27.5
10.5

21.8

19.8

20.4
18.7

12.4
16.4
4.8
15.9

10.8

3.3

8.6
12.4
16.4
---
2.5
13.6
1.6

7.8
11.7
6.1
18.4
9.1
14.6

4/ .4 /
4.6
4.0
9.1

8.2

6.2

6.1
10.2

16.9
10.4

11.1

14.7
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Tattle iv. Vharra.ists in cu=mnity pharmacies and in Lospital pharmacies, by size of staff:
January 1, 1967

Location

sw-"-

Total
pharma-
cists Total

Total 97,1,18 44,941

Alabama 1,344 995
Alaska 80 39
Arizona 824 4181
Arkansas 855 5551
California 9,510 4,348
Colorado 1,396 642
Connecticut 1,948 891
Delaware 206 122
Diotrict of Columbia 682 2401
Florida 4,204 ---1
Georgia 1,855 1,131i
Hawaii 177 77
Idaho 414 1184
Illinois 4,852 1,608i
Indiana 268 1,262f,4375

Iowa 1, 7601
gansas 1,173 6611
Nkntucky 1,431 764!
Louisiana 1,830 1,014'1
Maine 417 2471
Maryland 1,922- 7881
Massachusetts 5,616' 1,872!
Michigan 4,475 2,108
Minnesota 1,651 9101
Mississippi 934 6191
Missolsri 2,205 1,2451
Montana 354 237!
Nebraska 843 496f
Navada
New Hampshire
New Jersey-

290 13B!
14712

3,721
New Mexico 483 265'
New York 10,983 --
North Carolina 1,732 1,035
North Dakota 304 186
Ohio 5,735 2,739
Oklahoma 1,810 824
Oregon 1,330 567
Pennsylvania 3,290
Puerto Rico 750 706
Rhode Island 622 273
South Carolina 1,132 604
South Dakota - 429 227
3:ennessee 2,109 1,085
Texas 5,105 2,876
Utah 531 276
Vermont 188 105
Virginia 1,398 854
Virgin Islands 16 11
Washington 1,817
West Virginia 372
Wisconsin 1,946 1,059
Wyoming 265 118

Community pharmacies
Hospital

pharmaci.s

Wither of outlets

1 2 or 3
pharna- pharma-
cist Fists

4 or
more
pharma-
cists

Percent Percent
of of

pharma- cutlets
cists in witi- 1
1-person pharma-
outlets cist

Total
pharma-
cists

Total
pharma-
cies

11,725 14,273
s

1,9011 21.8 -42.0 7,461 -1,836

180 204
333 207

1,600 1,831

256. 533

602 556

66 142

3-91, 827
340 386
360 289

500 380
125 115
15 751

355 518
360 251
556 608
137 99
246 237
40 86
31 101

139 120

560 465
104 75
699 1,720
196 582

666

2- 04

40

379

1,286 1,456

80 24
397 445

6 4
--;

180 1 179
4531 578
38 80

1

34 21.8 43.1
15 38.9 60.0

717 18.9 41.4

97 13.1

131 31.8

20.8

40 1 16.0
341 24.7
12 30.7

134 = 27.3
71 30.0

22 0.8.

37 21.5
8 38.5

81 25.2
38.7

13 29.2
12 13.8
15 14.7

6 28.8

10 32.3
7 34.2

320 12.2
46 10.E

21

134

1

12
1

13
28

88.8

18.0

25.2

42.6
28.4
37.5

23.3
14.3

28.7

51.0

37.7

31.3
44.7

54.5

49.3
50.6
1.9

39.0
58.2
44.6
57.8
49.6
29.0
21.1

52.4

54.1
55.9
25.5
23.8

94.3

33.8

44.7

76.2
46.5
54.5

48.4
42.8
32.2

128 32
1

95
651

69
/0

699' 289
112 33
136
13 9
68 16
117 --
125 57

9 19
18 15

613 299
198 104
106
85

811 49
82 60
11 1
74 31

545 312
150 61
54 29

225 120
26 15
55 28
20 7
40 15
85 78
30 15

876
100 71
21 14
333 194
58 29
89 40

216
15 15
37 16
51 23
23 10
124 35
334 169
31 18
9

115 93
4 2

228

211 85
6 1

1Based on 53,775 pharmacists.

-Based on 27,899 total outlets in 33 locations.

Probably understated. AHA hospital statistics indicate about 4,500 pharmdcies with registered phar-
macists.
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MANPOWER IN HOSPITALS AND NURSING HOMES

Margaret D. West, B.A., and James P. Cooney, Jr., M.A."

Hospitals arc a ma or component of the
health sen:ices industry.. one of the largest and
fastest growing industries in the United States.
Based on data from the decennial censuses of
population and from annual statistics published
by the American ilus,.ityi Association, hospital
personnel account f:ir two-thirds of all worLers
employed in the total health services inJustr . In
1966. more than 2 people were worl.ing
in the Nation's hospitals (table 17).

The tremendous increase in hospital per-
sonnel over the past two decade:, may be illus-
trated with the folltviving statistics from the
Guide issue of Hospitals, the Jour. al of the
American Hospital Association (AllA). In 1947',
there were 882.60D employees in hospitals regis-
tered by the Al !A; this represents an average
work force of 143 per hospital or 63 employees
per 100 hospital beds. In 1966, employment in
registered hospitals had increased to the equiv-
alentii of 2,039.300 persons, the average work
force to 285 per hospital, and theavcragenumber
of employees to 121 per IOU hospital beds.

In the 1940's, hospitals had approximately
one professional nurse for every 15 beds and

''airs. West is Director ci the Office of Program Planning
aid Evaluation. Bureau of Health Manpower. Public Health
Service. Mr. Cooney Director of the Bureau of Re.seara
Services. Imerican Hospital Association.

h
The Aewrit_an report_, per.onnel

data in full-time equivalents. To calculate this statistic. two
part-time employees are equated with one full-time employee.
The resulting figure does not represent. therefore. the actual
number of both full-time and part-time people employed; a
represents their equitalent in full-time emploees.

one practical nurse. aide, or attendant for every
10 beds. Twenty years later there was one pro-
fessional nurse for every 5 beds and one auxil-
iary person for every 3 beds. In addition to
nursing personne:, hospitals have been increas-
ing the number of personnel in ether occupational
categories at a rate that exceeds the growth rates
in both hospital beds and total annual admissions
to short-term general hospitals.

Quite obviously this growth pattern is re-
lated to the community's expanding use of a
greater number of hospi.A1 services. Many social,
economic, and technological factors affect de-
mands for health services. Population growth and
change in age composition are significant. The
15 years from 1965 to 1980 are expected to bring
about a net increase of 50 million in the Nation's
population, including 5 million more people over
65 years of age and 2 million more babies in the
year 1980. Increased demands for health services
could result in the employment of 1 million
more workers in the coming decade.

Despite the magnitude of the hospital work
force, surveys have indicated that the present
number is not adequate to provide optimum care
to the 171 million annual hospital cases (29
million inpatient admissions and 142 outpatient
visits). There is a great deal of talk about health
manpower shortagesa term that means many
things to many people. One concept is the dif-
ference between the supply and the number needed
to meet a minimum standard established by a
profession. Professional groups as well as the
public speak about urgent needs for more physi-
cians. dentists. nurses. medical record librar-
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!ans. medical technologists. occupational thera-
pi,As, physical therapists, and so on through the
range of health occupations.

The hospitals also are showing increasing
concern about these matters. For quantificaiion
of this concern. the American Hospital Associa-
tion and the Public Health Service Bureau of
Health Manpower in 1966 conducted a joint study
of staffing and staffing needs of hospitals. At the
same time, the Division of Nursing of that Bu-
reau undertook a parallel study of nursing homes
and hospitals not registered by the American
Hospital Association.

In these studies. each hospital or institution
reported by occupation of its present staffing,
budgeted vacancies, and the estimated additional
personnel needed on the basis of current services
and patient load zo provide -optimum- care for
their present load. To provide such care, hos-
pitals reported a need for 257.200 professional
and technical workers in addition to the 1,332,100
employed. This represents an average increase
of 19 percent (table 18). In general, the needs
for professional workers are proportionately
higher than for technical workers. In the parallel
study, nursing homes and other extended care
facilities reported the need to increase their
present staffing total by about 12 percent (table
19). In view of the serious shortage of nursing
home beds. these figures probably understate the
problem.

SURVEY FINDINGS

In the spring of 1966, 1.3 million professional
and technical persons were working in the regis-
tered hospitals in the United States, 1- percent
of them as part-time workers. The universe of
the hospital study was the -3.000 hospitals regis-
tered by the AHA. The returns from 5,300 hos-
pitals have been used to estimate data for that
total.

More than 1 million employees were in
nursing servicesthree-fourths of the total work
force. The largest single group was that of
nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants-492 ,000.
Registered nurses made up the next largest
group-361,000. Licensed practical nurses num-
bered 150,600.
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.1mang nonnursing personnel, the largest
groups were medical technologists. 54,590, and
radiologic technologists. 24.000. Other categories
with more than 10.000 workers were surgical
technicians, 1-.600; laboratory assistants, 14.600;
dietkians. 12.700; social workers, 10.700; and
medical record technicians, 10,100.

Of the 1.3 million professional and technical
workers in registered hospitals, about 118.000
were employed in Federal hospitals. 213.0Db
in State and local governmental short-term gen-
eral and special hospitals. "46,000 in nongovern-
mental (voluntary and proprietary) short-term
general and special hospitals. 106,000 in long-
term general and special hospitals, and 150,000
in psychiatric hospitals. The ratio of workers
to et cry 100 patients varied from 32 in psychi-
atric hospitals to 173 in nongovernmental short-
term general and special hospitals.

More than 130.000 budgeted positions for
professional and technical personnel in regis-
tered hospitals were vacant in the spring of 1966.
This represented a vacancy rate of almost 9
percent. The highest number of vacancies was
for registered nurses-46,500. Among non-
nursing personnel, the greatest number of
budgeted vacancies was for medical technolo-
gists-4,600.

The hospitals reported a need for 257.200
professional and technical personnel to provide
optimum care to the present patient load. This
number represents a 19-percent increase in per-
sonnel presently employed While the 79,500
needed registered nurses represented the great-
est numerical shortage, the required proportional
increase of 22 percent was not the largest in
terms of either nursing service personnel or all
hospital professional and technical personnel. A
27-percent increase in licensed practical nurses
represented the greatest proportional need in
nursing service, and a 39-percent increase in
therapeutic service personnel represented the
greatest proportional need in the hospital. Within
the therapeutic services, hospitals reported a
need for 56 percent more occupational therapists,
48 percent more social workers, 47 percent mox e
speech pathologists and audiologists, and 42 per-
cent more recreation therapists.



In response to the query of its five most
urgent perceived needs, hospitals gave the first
three priorities to registered nurses, nursing
aides, and practical nurses. in that order. The
rel ative needs, however, are greatest in the newer
fields, reflecting the broadening role of the hos-
pital in providing more comprehensive services.
Need for at least double the present number of
occupational therapists and social workers was
perceived. Inhalation therapists, physical thera-
pists. recreation therapists. and speech patholo-
gists are other groups for which relatively large
increases are urgent.

With regard to nursing homes, the material
for these institutions is not yet completely proc-
essed. Based on preliminary returns for a
small sample, the most important characteris-
tic shown by the study is that 2 out or 3 workers
in these institutions are aides. orderlies, or
attendants. However, two-thirds of the need is in
other categories. Following the aide group, :.tu-
merically the most important needs were for
licensed practical nurses, registen.<1 nurses.
physical therapists, dietitians. recreation thera-
pists, and occupational therat sts, in that order.

Despite variations in numbers and propor-
tions of personnel needed, theiJavey data indicate
an overall insufficiency professional and techni-
cal personnel to meet present patient load de-
mands. Future growth appears to hold little prom-
ise for narrowing the gap between the need for
personnel and the personnel available, at least
under present educational ,3utputs and use of
personnel.

DISCUSS:C4N1

The Survey of Manpower Resources measured
at one point in time the distribution of the hos-
pital work force among about 30 categories of
hospital employees. At the same point in time,
data were also obtained on use of selected hos-
pital services. The merging of these data per-
mits description of the availability of personnel
by skill levels in hospitals classified by con-
trol, service, bed size, and geographic location.

The description that can be accomplished by
the use of the survey data is recognized to be
superficial in terms of the knowledge that is

needed for effective development and utilization
of personnel. As an example, the survey giv =es to)
insights into the services provided in relation to
the clinical characteristics of the hospital or the
demands for such services not curl entll being
met. The survey provides a brief description
of the number of personnel used and should not
be confused with a study of the use of hospital
personnel.

addition to counts of presently employed
personnel, the survey -.Llso obtained data on the
number of vacant but budgeted positions, the
number of workers required to provide present
optimum care. and the number required to pro-
vide optimum care a year from the date of the
survey. These data provide some insight into
shortages. but they must be used with caution.
The budgeted vacancies may represent desired
rather than critical personnel. The data respon-
ses concerning present and future optimum needs
are opinion responses. Further, they are opinion
that was given just prior to the implementation
of Public Law 89-9- when the demands for hos-
pital service created by the law were conjecture,
rather than fact. There is nothing wrong with
opinion data as long as they are used as such and
are not interpreted as factual measurements.

While there are limitations to the use of the
survey data, there are descriptive analyses of the
data that have yet to be done. As examples, the
use pattern of full-time versus pan-time em-
ployees has not been fully explored; the
for and availability of certified versus noncertified
technicians still must be analyzed. In brief, while
there are descriptive interpretations of the Man -
power Survey that should only be done with ex-
treme caution, there are other quite logical
descriptive uses of the data that have been un-
tapped to date.

Interpretations that misuse the data are
beginning to appear. For example, there have
been attempts to construct staff ratios. Informa-
tion on hospital services and on important varia-
bles of the individual hospitals (e.g., physical
plant design) are critical to the construction of
staffing ratios. Furthermore, such ratios should
only be used as guidelines for staffing, not as
mandatory levels.
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Msuse of the manpower data stems,
large. from viewin.g thedata a.s an end in itself. The
survey is only the beginningolourknowledgecon-
cerning the use of hospital manpower. This study
eescribes the supply: we must now begin re-
s=rch iPto how to use the supply.. This 'yet to
be dune research must:

(1) Focus on the total institutional use of mcn-
power. Studies limited to manpower in the
hospital segment block =demanding of the
supplementary relationships that existamong
the work forces of the various components.

(2) Vsc research techniques other than mailed
questionnaires_ This teLhnique is inappro-
priate to much of the information now needed
contenting hospital manpo1 er. ruture studies
in the hospital setting should draw upon re-
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(3)

sears h was_ such as time developed by
inthmrial ezgineerinz.

Develop methods of more intensive trziiiies
of smaller samples of hospitals, demon-
strate the use of techniques appropriate for
Alta-2 sludies, and educate people as to the
need for information on manpower functions
and capabilities.

In summary *_ the 1966 .mt-vey of hospital
manpower resources indicated present and future
shortages of hospital manpower. Ourstudyefforts
do not stop with the survey; this is only a begin-
ning step_ Ite.seardt efforts must be directed
toward mmtlerstanding pricent patterns of use_ thf..
design of more effective patterns of use for a
limited supply of personnel. and the delelopment
of more effective educational programs_



Table 17. Personnel e=?loyed in the health services industry: 1940-75

Year

-+.1.,--.11.11111111MMI.

Workers in
health services industry

Total hospitals Other

1975 :5,359,000 3,375,000 1,975,000

1966 13,672,000 ,363,000 1,309,000

1960 2,642,300 ,726,630 915,703

1959 1,698,903 1,009,000 689,900

1940 1,059,000

3
Estianted by Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census: CozpAuliye OccuEatirn statisticsjc,r ttsynilsAALalEa,
1870 to 1940. Washington, U.S. Government Printing inc , 043.
Prindle, L.A., and Pennell, H.Y.: Industry and occupation data from 1960 census, by
State. _1:2EleatthIlt.arneerSource Book 11. PES Pub. No. 263, Section 17. Public Health
Service, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Washington. U.S. Govern-
=lent Printing Office, 1963.

U.S. Department of Labor, Burczu of Labor Statistics: Health 1.1.121:Aerl..9-75.A
Stud of Re irements and Su lv. Report No. 323, Washington, U. S. Government
Printing 0 ice, 1
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Table 18. Personnel enployed in hospitals: 1936

Category of personnel
Present
seaff3

Additional
needed to
give opti-
mum care

Totr.° prMessional and technical 1,332,100 257,200

Percent
dditional

19

Nrse--R.V 361,000 1 79,500 22
Nursing service:

Licensed practical nurse 150,6001 41,400 27

ext-itals) 3,900Surgical technician i 17,600' 22
Aide, orderly ( ept in psychiatric hosp 374,400i 51,300 VI
Aide, orderly in psychiatric hospitals 117,600 18,502 16

1

Diagnostic services:
_...10 IMedical. technologist 54,500 9,

j

17
Laboratory assistant 14,600 2,500 17

Cytotechnologist 1,61)0 500 ' 31
Histologic technician 3,900 T 700 18
Electrocardiograph technician 5,950, SOO 14

Therapeutic services:
Occupational therapist 4,100. 2000 56
Occupational therapy assistant .. -- I 3,600` 1,200 32
Physical therapist 8,500 2,900 34
Physical therapy assistant 5,200;

1

1,100 21
Social worker 10,700' 5,100 48
Social work assistant 1,500 500. 33
Recreation therapist 3,800: 1,61)0 ' 42
Inhalation therapist 5,600; 2,200 39
Speech pathologist and audiologist 1,200 500 '7

4..

Radiology:
Radiologic technologist
X-ray assistant

Pharmacy:
Pharmacist
Pharmacy assistant

Medical records:
Medical record librarian
Medical record technician

24,000
6,000

9,4-00

5,600

6,300
10,100

Dietetics:
Dietitian 12,700
Food service nenager 5,400

All other professional and technical I 106,500

3,900
900

1,900
900

1,800
1,800

3,500
800

16
15

20
16

29
18

28
15

16,000 15

3Survey week of April 17-23, 1966. Returns from 5,300 hospitals have been used to estimate
data for the total of 7,000 hospitals.

Sources- U.S. Department of Health, Education, anti Welfare, Bureau of Health Manpower: Health
Manpower Perspective: 1967. PHS Pub. No. 1667. Public Health Service. Washington,
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1968.

Manpower Resources in Hospitals--1966. Chicago, Anerican Hospital Association, 1967.
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Table 19. Fecsanmel cloyed 1i nursing homes: 1966

Category of personnel

Total profcssicnal and technical

Nursing service:

Nurse --R.N-

Additional
Present needed to Percent
staff' give opti- additiadditional

=um care

- 275,000 31,900

Licensed practical nurse

Aide, orderly, attendant

'Therapeutic services:

Occupational therapist 1,6001

Occupational therapy assistant 1,3001

Physical therapist 2,000i

31,000 ,

33,600

177,400

Physical therapy assistant

Recreation therapist 2,6001

Speech patholozist and audiologist 300

Medical records:

Medical record librarian

Medical record technician

Dietetics:

Dietitian

300

800

4,600 1

All other professional and technical 17,400

.411.41111.=

12

800 50

MO 23

1,200 60

Social worker 1,200 500

300

4

33

900 35

400 133

300 2

100

100

6,000 19

9,400 28

10,700 6

33

12

900 20

;Estimates for all knogn extended care facilities basedon 499 returns in Public Health Service

Survey.

Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Bureau of Health Manpower: Health

Manpower Perspective: 1967. PHS Pub. No. 1667. Public Health Service. Washington,

U.S. Government Printing Office, 1968.
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